APRA/PPCA repertoire

The below list contains the list of PPCA labels that are included in the scope of UOW’s music licence (APRA is yet to provide such a list).

Background

In June 2005, the AVCC finalized a new music licence agreement between 33 of Australia’s universities (including UOW) and a number of music societies, including the Australasian Performing Right Association (APRA), Australasian Mechanical Copyright Owners’ Society (AMCOS), the Phonographic Performance Company of Australia (PPCA) and the Australian Record Industry Association (ARIA). Generally speaking, the music licence allows staff to copy, communicate and perform music covered by the agreement for educational and other purposes.

APRA, AMCOS and the PPCA are non-profit organisations responsible for collecting and distributing music copyright royalties. For information about copyright collecting societies, see the Australian Copyright Council’s information sheet.

ARIA is an industry association whose role includes licensing music, as well as other activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PPCA Labels (Control of Music on Hold and Public Performance Rights)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 White Recordings (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Cheese (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106 Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 Records (Universal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1901 (Glenample)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Step Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.13.61 Records (Shock)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.13.61 Records (Henry Rollins) (Festival)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 20 D-Vision (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 20 Vision (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Holiday Hits (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23rd Precinct (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SER (Creative Vibes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2XS (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Beat (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Tenors (Classical) (Warner)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Hertz (Hot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 Jazz (Hot)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33 Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D Mode Recordings (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Stone (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 D Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Real Communications (PPL)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Real Records (PPL)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
430 West (PPL)
465 Records (Hot)
4-Tune (PPL)
4AD Records (Remote Control)
5.1 Label Group (dba Immergent Records) (Shock)
504 (PPL)
510 Records (Universal)
550 Music (Sony BMG)
5002 Records (PPL)
5HQ Records (PPL)
5MC (PPL)
5th Avenue South (PPL)
604 Records (Roadrunner)
7 (PPL)
7 T's (PPL)
75 Ark Entertainment (dba nichemusic.com) (Shock)
77 Records (PPL)
8 Ball (Aitken, Gregory A.)
8 Records (PPL)
88 Records (Toupee)
88dB (88dB)
95 North (PPL)
98 Pounder Records (Shock)
99 Degrees (PPL)
99 North (PPL)
909 Nine O Nine (PPL)
A C Pilmer Automatic Music (PPL)
A Star Academy (Sony BMG)
A Touch Of Magic (PPL)
A Treasury Of Golden Hits (PPL)
A&M Records (Universal)
A&M UK (Universal)
A&R World (PPL)
A&S Records (PPL)
A.I.A.S. (PPL)
A.I.C. (PPL)
A.R.B. (PPL)
A.R.M. (PPL)
A-Class (PPL)
A-Records (PPL)
A-Z Records (PPL)
A1 Records (Sony BMG)
A9 (PPL)
AADS (PPL)
Abatsi International (Shock)
ABC (Universal)
ABC Classics (Universal)
ABC Country (ABC)
ABC For Kids (ABC)
ABC Jazz (ABC)
ABC Music (ABC)
ABC Songwriters (ABC)
ABC Soundtrack (ABC)
Abi Tucker (Tucker, Abi)
Ability Records Ltd (PPL)
Abramelin (Shock)
Abraxas (Hot)
Absolut Records (Shock)
Absolute Records (PPL)
Abstract Dance (PPL)
Abstract Records (PPL)
Abstract Sound (PPL)
AC Eastwood (PPL)
Acadia Records (PPL)
Academy Street Recordings (PPL)
Acapulco Brothers Records (Harris, Adam Brooks)
Accent (PPL)
Accolade Records (PPL)
Accordian Bernadette (Glencoe)
Accurate Records (Hot)
Accurist (PPL)
Ace Eyed Records (PPL)
Ace Ltd Edition (PPL)
Ace Records (Shock)
Acetate Ltd (PPL)
Acid Jazz (Session Records)
ACM (PPL)
ACMEC (ACMEC)
ACML (Sony BMG)
Acony Records (Shock)
Acorn Records (PPL)
Acoustics (PPL)
Acrobat (UK) (Hot)
ACS Recordings (PPL)
Act/Resist Records (Shock)
Activ Records (PPL)
Adagio (PPL)
Adasam (PPL)
Addict (Shock)
Adrenalin (Shock)
Adrian Follington (Follington, Adrian)
Adrian Kitchen (PPL)
Advanced Records (PPL)
Advanced Reggae Music (PPL)
Aftermath Records (Universal)
AFO (PPL)
Africagram (PPL)
African Treasure (PPL)
Agape (EMI)
Aggro (PPL)
Aggrovaters (PPL)
Agora (PPL)
AGR Television Records (AGR)
Ah Um (PPL)
AIM (Shock)
Aim 2 Pleez (PPL)
Air Movement Records (PPL)
Airom Bleicher (Bleicher, Airom)
Airplay Records (PPL)
Airtight (PPL)
AITP Records (AITP)
Ajang (PPL)
AJS (PPL)
AK (PPL)
Alamo (PPL)
Alba (PPL)
Albany Records (PPL)
Albatross (PPL)
Albert Productions (Festival)
Alchemist (Shock)
Alien Recordings (PPL)
All About Music (PPL)
All Around The World (UK) (Central Station)
All Killer Music (Webb, Rich)
All Platinum (Sony BMG)
All Saints (Hot)
Allegro (PPL)
Allegro-Opus (PPL)
Alleluia (PPL)
Alliance (PPL)
Allied Recording Artists (PPL)
Alligator Records (Shock)
Allmusic (PPL)
Almighty Records (PPL)
Almo Sounds (Universal)
Aloha Records (Aloha Management)
Alopecia Records (PPL)
Alpha & Omega (PPL)
Alphabet City (Germany) (Central Station)
Altarius Records (PPL)
Alter Ego Promotions (Alter Ego)
Alternative Tentacles (Shock)
Always (PPL)
AM-FM (PPL)
Amadeo (Universal)
Amalie Records (PPL)
Amato International (PPL)
Amber Records (Amber Records)
Ambience Sounds (PPL)
Ambitus (PPL)
American Decca Jazz (Universal)
American Music (PPL)
American Originals Recordings (Shock)
American Recordings (Sony BMG)
AMG Records (PPL)
Amon Ra (PPL)
Amor (PPL)
Ampersand (Swaggie)
Amphibian (Amphibian)
Amphion (PPL)
Amphion 10 (PPL)
Amplified Mint (PPL)
Amusement (PPL)
Anagram (PPL)
Analog Baroque (PPL)
Analysis Recordings (PPL)
Anamoe Productions (Anamoe)
Anansi Records (PPL)
Anchor & Hope (Shock)
Andoc Songs (PPL)
Andrew Heggen (dba Red Rivers) (Shock)
Andrew James Collins (Collins, Andrew James)
Andrew Maurice (PPL)
Andrew Morgan (Peeping Tom)
Andromeda Records (PPL)
Andy Eastwood (PPL)
Angel (EMI)
Angel Air (PPL)
Angel Atom (PPL)
Angel Girl Music (Crestani, Nattasha)
Angilik (Angilik)
Ang Fang Quartet (Paul Noland Gillett)
Anihilator Records (PPL)
Animate (PPL)
Anime (PPL)
Anjuna Beats (PPL)
Anodyne (PPL)
Another Late Night (PPL)
Anousha Victoire (Victoire, Anousha)
Antar (PPL)
Anthem Records (PPL)
Anthony Pell (Pell, Anthony)
Antidote (PPL)
Antilles (Universal)
Antiopdes ABC Classics (Universal)
Antler-Subway Records NV (Belgium) (Festival)
Antra Music Group (Shock)
Antti Sarpila Records (PPL)
Anvil Lane Records (Anvil Lane)
Anvil Recording Co Ltd (PPL)
Anvil Records (Anvil)
Anvil Records (Shutterspeed) (Right Now)
APA (PPL)
APO International (East/West) (Warner)
Apollo Recordings (PPL)
Apollo Sound (PPL)
Applause (MRA)
Apple (EMI)
Appledore Music (PPL)
Appleseed (Appleseed)
Apropos (PPL)
Aquarius (PPL)
Aquarius Records (Shock)
Ar Log (PPL)
Ar Records (PPL)
Ara (PPL)
Aran (PPL)
Araucaria (PPL)
Arbors Jazz (PPL)
Arbors Records (PPL)
Arc Music (PPL)
Arcade Music (Roadrunner)
Arch Hill Recordings (Hot)
Archipel (PPL)
Archiphon (PPL)
Archiv Produktion (Universal)
Archive Of Fold & Jazz (Universal)
Archive Of Jazz (Planet Distribution)
Arctic - Qld (The Idol Maker)
Arctic Band (Backtrack)
Arctic Records (Sony BMG)
Argo (Universal)
Argo Spoken Word (Universal)
Arhoolie Records (Hot)
Ariola (Sony BMG)
Ariola Interactive (Sony BMG)
Ariola Interactive Entertainment (Australia) Pty Limited (Sony BMG)
Ariola-Eurodisc (Sony BMG)
Arishma (PPL)
Arista (Sony BMG)
Arista Nashville (Sony BMG)
Ariwa (Hot)
Ark (PPL)
Ark 21 (Hot)
Ark Music (AJO Services)
Arkham House (PPL)
Arktik (PPL)
Arm Records (PPL)
Armada Records (Shock)
Armchair Circus Music (Armchair Circus Music)
Armshouse Records (PPL)
Army Of DJ'S (Powderworks)
Arrival (PPL)
Arriverderci Baby (PPL)
Ars Musici (PPL)
Ars Produktion (PPL)
Art Of Pop (PPL)
Artek Recordings (PPL)
Artform (PPL)
Artful Records (Shock)
Arthaus (Select)
Artisan Records (PPL)
Artist Record Company (PPL)
Artistic (PPL)
Artistocrat P/L (Artistocrat)
Artscope Music (Tania Rose)
Artsendproductions (Allan, Jane)
Artworks (Armchair)
ASC World Music (Ascension)
Ascendancy (PPL)
Ascension (Hot)
Ash International (PPL)
Ashika (PPL)
Ashphodel (US) (Hot)
Ashquad (PPL)
ASM (PPL)
Asphalt (PPL)
Asphodel (Hot)
Astor (Universal)
Astra Records Ltd (PPL)
Astral Recordings (PPL)
ASV (Select)
ATA (Festival)
At Sea Records (PPL)
Athene (PPL)
Atlantic (Warner)
Atlantics Music (Pondaro)
Atlasonic Records (PPL)
Atmospheriques Records (Shock)
ATO Records (Shock)
Atom Seed (PPL)
Atrium (Warner)
Attic (Festival)
Attol (MRA)
Attrix (PPL)
Audio Couture (PPL)
Audio Fidelity (Hot)
Audio Network (PPL)
Audio Riot (Sony BMG)
Audiomasters (Music World)
Audiophile (PPL)
Audiophile Series (PPL)
Audiorec (PPL)
Audiorec Classics (PPL)
Audiorec Primium (PPL)
Audium Records (Shock)
August (PPL)
Aura (Planet Distribution)
AURA Records (Ascension)
Aural Ecstasy (Legacy Of Sound)
Aural Sect Records (Universal)
Australian Poets Series (Universal)
Authentic (PPL)
Autobahn (Universal)
Automatic Records Ltd (PPL)
Auxillary (Murray, Pete)
Avant Garde (New York) (Move)
Avante (PPL)
Ave Dat (PPL)
Aveca Records (PPL)
Avenue (EMI)
Avid Entertainment (Hot)
Avid Records (PPL)
Avocado Records (PPL)
Avon (PPL)
Aware (Sony BMG)
Axiom (Universal)
Axis (EMI)
AYO Music (PPL)
Azdronymical (PPL)
Azuli Records (PPL)
Azure Records (PPL)
B & L (PPL)
B.C.M. Records (PPL)
B.E. Cooper Pty Ltd (B.E. Cooper)
B'Nai Brith Records (PPL)
B-Rite Music (Universal)
B-Rite Music (Sony BMG)
B9 Records (PPL)
Baad! Records (PPL)
Baby Mother (PPL)
Backshift Music (PPL)
Backtrack (Backtrack)
Backwater Records (PPL)
Bad Boy (Sony BMG)
Bad Taste Records (Shock)
Bags Of Fun (PPL)
Bahool Records (Storm Front)
Baja/TSR (MRA)
Baker Music (PPL)
Ballroom 2000 (PPL)
Bam Caruso (PPL)
Bamboo Recordings (Vicious)
Bandleader (PPL)
Bandleader Brass (PPL)
Bandleader Military (PPL)
Bandwagon (PPL)
Bang (Sony BMG)
Bang On (Aust) (Central Station)
Bang On Records (PPL)
Banjax (PPL)
Bapsi Records (PPL)
Barak (PPL)
Barbican Classics (PPL)
Barclay (Universal)
Barely Breaking Even (PPL)
Bark (Festival)
Baroque Records (PPL)
Barrelorgan (PPL)
Barry Records (PPL)
Barry U Records (PPL)
Barton Productions (PPL)
Baseline Records (PPL)
Basement 282 (PPL)
Basement Boys Productions (PPL)
Baseroom Records (PPL)
Basil Hall (Hall, Basil)
Basin Street (Hot)
Bass (PPL)
Bass Generator Records (PPL)
Basta (PPL)
Battery (Sony BMG)
Bay Cities (PPL)
Bay City Recordings (PPL)
Bay Records (PPL)
Bazmark (Festival)
BBC (UK) (ABC)
BBC Legends (Select)
BBC Opus Arte (Select)
BBC Radio Classics (Universal)
Be-Bop & Fresh (PPL)
Beach Hut Records (PPL)
Beamish Records (PPL)
Bear Necessities (PPL)
Beastie Records (PPL)
Beat Records (Universal)
Beats & Pieces Records (PPL)
Beatville (PPL)
Beau-Jolly (PPL)
Bedrock Records (PPL)
Bedroom Emperor Records (PPL)
Beechwood Records (PPL)
Beeswax Records (PPL)
Beeswing (PPL)
Beggars Banquet (The Cult Only) (EMI)
Beggars Banquet Records (Remote Control)
Bel Canto Society (PPL)
Belart (Universal)
Bella Union (PPL)
Bellbird Music (Bellbird)
Belltree Records (PPL)
Below Par (Below Par)
Beltane Records (PPL)
Benson (Sony BMG)
Benson Music Group (Sony BMG)
Bescol (MRA)
Beserkley (PPL)
Best Boy Soundtracks (Festival)
Bethlehem (Hot)
Beulah (PPL)
Beyond Beta (PPL)
BGO Records (Shock)
BGP (PPL)
BH5 (PPL)
Bianca (PPL)
Bid (Sony BMG)
Biff (PPL)
Biff! Bang! Pow! Records (Right Now)
Big 'R' Records (PPL)
Big Beat (PPL)
Big Ben (PPL)
Big Brass (PPL)
Big Cactus Records (PPL)
Big Dada (PPL)
Big Feet Records Ltd (PPL)
Big Giant Music (PPL)
Big Hair (PPL)
Big Label (PPL)
Big Mo (PPL)
Big Moon (PPL)
Big Noise Recordings (PPL)
Big One Records (PPL)
Big Onion Records Ltd (PPL)
Big Red Records (PPL)
Big Rig Records (Big Rig)
Big Room (PPL)
Big Ship (PPL)
Big Star Records (Shock)
Big Yard (PPL)
Bill & Kathy Kettle (Bill & Kathy Kettle)
Bill Armstrong (Select)
Billy Bridge (Bridge, Billy)
Bingo Beats (PPL)
Biograph (Universal)
Bionic Orgazm Productions (PPL)
Biotic (PPL)
Birdland (PPL)
Birdwing (PPL)
Birth (PPL)
Bis (Select)
Bitch Records (PPL)
Bitchin (PPL)
Bite Back Recordings (PPL)
Bittersuite Records (Bittersuite)
Biv 10 Records (Universal)
Black (PPL)
Black 'N' Blues (Music World)
Black Apple Records (PPL)
Black Box (Select)
Black Eagle (PPL)
Black Label (PPL)
Black Magic (PPL)
Black Market Music (Black Market Music)
Black Market Records (Universal)
Black Scorpio (PPL)
Black Spider (PPL)
Black Sun (Planet Distribution)
Black Tiger (PPL)
Black Top (Shock)
Black Vinyl Records (PPL)
Black Yak (Black Yak)
Blacker Dread (PPL)
Blackground Records (Shock)
Blackheart (PPL)
Blage Records (PPL)
Blahh Records (PPL)
Blame Technology (PPL)
Blank Records (PPL)
Blank Vault Productions Pty Ltd (Blank Vault)
Blank Vault Records (Blank Vault)
Blast From The Past (PPL)
Blast Records (PPL)
Blaster (PPL)
Blind Pig (PPL)
Blip Vert (PPL)
Bliss (PPL)
Bliss 'N' Tumble (PPL)
Blisstech (PPL)
Blisstek (PPL)
Blix Street (Hot)
Bloodshot (US) (Hot)
Bloodshot Ltd (Shock)
Bloody Dog Productions (Fiddlers Festival)
Bloom Records (Shock)
Blow It Hard (PPL)
Blow Up (Blow Up)
Blow Up Records Ltd (PPL)
Bludgeon Riffola (Universal)
Blue August Records (PPL)
Blue Bag (PPL)
Blue Banana (PPL)
Blue Beat (PPL)
Blue Bird (Sony BMG)
Blue Disc (Universal)
Blue Dot (PPL)
Blue Gorilla (Universal)
Blue Groove (MRA)
Blue Hoop Records (Hoop)
Blue Horizon (PPL)
Blue Jackel (Planet Distribution)
Blue Juice (PPL)
Blue Moon (PPL)
Blue Note (EMI)
Blue Ocean Records (PPL)
Blue Pie Productions (Blue Pie Productions)
Blue Planet (Universal)
Blue Plate Music (PPL)
Blue Print (Universal)
Blue Rascal Music Production (PPL)
Blue Records (PPL)
Blue Rinse Tapes (PPL)
Blue Swan (PPL)
Blue Thumb Records (Universal)
Blue Vibes Music (Blue Vibes)
Bluebell (PPL)
Blueblood Records (PPL)
Blueprint (PPL)
Blues & Rhythm (PPL)
Blues Boys (PPL)
Blues Classics (PPL)
Blues Collection (Music World)
Blues Legends (Planet Distribution)
Bluesville (PPL)
Bluesville Records (Aust) (Bluesville)
Blunt Recordings (PPL)
Blunted (Universal)
BM International (Sony BMG)
BNA Recordings (Sony BMG)
BNM Records (USA) (AGR)
Boa (PPL)
Bodeswell (PPL)
Bodge Records (Bleicher, Airom)
Body & Soul (MRA)
Bodyjar (Shock)
Boheme Music (PPL)
Bold (PPL)
Bolshi Blue (PPL)
Bolshi Red (PPL)
Bonaire (PPL)
Bone Tone Corporation (PPL)
Bongiovanni (PPL)
Bonkers (PPL)
Bonskeid (PPL)
Bonton (PPL)
Bonzai Records UK (PPL)
Bonzai Trance Progressive (PPL)
Boo Boo Wax (Liberation)
Booby Trap Productions (Molly Molotov)
Boobytrap Records (PPL)
Boogie Beat (PPL)
Bootleg Records (PPL)
Boots And Shades (PPL)
Boplicity (PPL)
Bordello (Bordello)
Born To Dance (PPL)
Boss (PPL)
Boss Records (PPL)
Bostin (Universal)
Botchit Breaks (PPL)
Botchit & Scarper (PPL)
Boulevard Records (PPL)
Bouncy Tunes (PPL)
Boutique (PPL)
Bowles Production (Bowles Production)
Bowstone Records (PPL)
Boy Meets Girl Records (PPL)
BPM (PPL)
BPQ Digital (PPL)
Brads (PPL)
Braindrift Records (PPL)
Bran Nue Dae (Universal)
Branded (PPL)
Brave Records (PPL)
Brazil (PPL)
Breaking Records (The Dead Abigails)
Breathe Records (PPL)
Brentwood (Sony BMG)
Brett Goodwin (Goodwin, Brett)
Brian Lord Entertainment (Brian Lord Entertainment)
Brick Wall Music (PPL)
Brilliant (Netherlands) (Fuse)
Brioso Records (PPL)
British Music Society (PPL)
British Steel (PPL)
Broad Music (Broad Music)
Broadside (PPL)
Broken (PPL)
Broken Electric (Bleicher, Airom)
Bronze (PPL)
Bronze Mocha Music (PPL)
Bruce's (PPL)
BS Productions (PPL)
BSG Records (PPL)
Bubblegum Records (PPL)
Bubblin' (PPL)
Bud Records (PPL)
Buda (Planet Distribution)
Buddah (Sony BMG)
Buffalo (PPL)
Buffy (PPL)
Bug (PPL)
Bugle (PPL)
Bullbar Records (Bullbar)
Bulldog (PPL)
Bullet (PPL)
Bulletproof Records (Bulletproof)
Bullseyes Blues (Planet Distribution)
Bump And Thumper Recordings (PPL)
Bump Records (PPL)
Bumpin (PPL)
Bunyip (Pinewood Records)
Bunza Entertainment International (Bunza)
Burlington (PPL)
Burn Out Records (PPL)
Burning Heart/SideKicks (Shock)
Bus Brains Connections Ltd (PPL)
Bushranger Records (PPL)
Butler Brown P/L (Butler Brown)
Butt (PPL)
Button Records (PPL)
Buzz Records (PPL)
Buzzola (Hot)
BWD (PPL)
Bygum Records (PPL)
Byron Bay Records (Foghorn)
C P W (PPL)
C.A. Records (PPL)
C.B.C. (PPL)
C.B.M. (PPL)
C.C.C. 123 Records & Tapes (PPL)
C.R.S. (PPL)
C.S.M. (PPL)
C64 Audio.com (PPL)
Caama Music (CAAMA)
Caber Music Ltd (PPL)
Cache’ (Music World)
Cacophonous Records (PPL)
Cacophony (PPL)
Cactus (PPL)
Cactus Records (PPL)
Cadence (PPL)
Cadence Jazz (PPL)
Cadillac (PPL)
Cadillac Dawn Club Series (PPL)
Café Del Mar (Creative Vibes)
Cake (Sony BMG)
Cala Records (PPL)
Calando (PPL)
Calaveras Records (PPL)
Caledonia (Universal)
Caliente (USA) (Fuse)
Calligraph Records (PPL)
Callisto Records (PPL)
Caltime (PPL)
Cam (Hot)
Cam (Italy) (Sony BMG)
Cambria (PPL)
Cambrian (PPL)
Camden (Sony BMG)
Camel (PPL)
Cameo (PPL)
Cameron Bracken Concepts (Cameron Bracken)
Camino (PPL)
Campion (PPL)
Campion Cameo (PPL)
Canaan (PPL)
Candescence (PPL)
Candid (Hot)
Candle (Festival)
Candlelight Records (PPL)
Candy Records (PPL)
Cannonball Records (Black Market)
Cantate (PPL)
Cantio (PPL)
Cantoris Records (PPL)
Canzona Music (PPL)
Canzone Italiana (PPL)
Cape Compact (PPL)
Capitol (EMI)
Capitol Jazz (EMI)
Capitol Records Inc (Joe Cocker Only) (Festival)
Capri Records (PPL)
Capriccio (Germany) (Fuse)
Capricorn (Warner)
Capricorn Records (Universal)
Captain Vimto (Sony BMG)
Captive (EMI)
Care Factor Zero (Care Factor Zero)
Career (Hot)
Carenza (PPL)
Cargo Records UK (dba Sweet Nothing Records) (Shock)
Caribbean Distribution (PPL)
Caritas (PPL)
Caritas Classics (PPL)
Carrack UK (PPL)
Carrere (East/West) (Warner)
Carrot Records (PPL)
Carthage (PPL)
Cartographic Songs (PPL)
Casablanca (Universal)
Casadura (PPL)
Cascade (PPL)
Cash Money Records (Universal)
Cassette Hour (Music World)
Cassettes For Young People (PPL)
Castle Island Records (PPL)
Casualty (PPL)
Catch (PPL)
Cato Recordings (PPL)
Catskills (PPL)
Cavalcade Records (PPL)
Cavalier (PPL)
Cavell Records (PPL)
CBC (PPL)
CCM Music (PPL)
CDBallad (PPL)
CDIrish (PPL)
CDScott (PPL)
Cedille Classics (Planet Distribution)
Ceety Leemits (The Flamin Locos)
Celestial Cow Records (Onique)
Celestial Harmonies (Planet Distribution)
Cello Classics (Select)
Celtic Gold (Music World)
Celtic Heartbeat (Universal)
Celtic Records (Celtic Records)
Celtic Soul (PPL)
Celtic Woman Records (MRA)
Celtophile (PPL)
Censored Explicit (PPL)
Centaur (PPL)
Central Station (Central Station)
Century Media (Shock)
CGD (Warner)
Cha Cha Records (PPL)
Chalk Music (Shane Heatlie)
Challenge Records (PPL)
Chameleon Records (PPL)
Champagne (PPL)
Champion Recordings (UK) (PPL)
Chandos (UK) (Fuse)
Changa Queen (PPL)
Channel 5 (PPL)
Channel Four Music (PPL)
Chanticleer (PPL)
Chaos Reins (PPL)
Chapel Lane (PPL)
Chariot (PPL)
Charisma (EMI)
Charjan Productions (PPL)
Charm (PPL)
Chart Records (Chart Records)
Chart Sounds (PPL)
Chatterbox (Chatterbox)
Chatsworth (PPL)
Check Records (PPL)
Cheetah Records (PPL)
Chelsea (Sony BMG)
Chemical Discs (PPL)
Chemical Dog Recordings (PPL)
Cherry Entertainment (Universal)
Cherry Lane Music (Shock)
Cherry Orchard (PPL)
Cherry Pie Records (PPL)
Cherry Red (Dead Kennedy's Only (EMI)
Cherry Red Records (Hot)
Chess (Universal)
Chiaroscuro (PPL)
Chin Randys (PPL)
Chiswick Records (PPL)
Chix (PPL)
Choc Chip (Festival)
Chocolate Boy Recordings Ltd (PPL)
Chocolate Records (PPL)
Choo Choo Records (PPL)
Chris Barber Collection (PPL)
Chris Mundy (Mundy, Chris)
Christmas Collection (Music World)
Chronicles (Universal)
Chrysalis (EMI)
CHS Records (PPL)
Chunk (PPL)
Chyme Records (PPL)
Cimp Records (PPL)
Cinedelic (Hot)
Cinema (Bich Touring Enterprises)
Circa (EMI)
Circle Records (Circle Records)
Circle Records Ltd (UK) (PPL)
Circus Records (PPL)
Citadel (Shock)
City Boy Records (PPL)
City Music (PPL)
City Records (PPL)
City Slikker (PPL)
City Sounds (PPL)
City To City (PPL)
CJJM (CJJM)
Clanka Lanla (PPL)
Clare (PPL)
Clarinet Classics (Select)
Clarity Sound & Light (PPL)
Clarksville Records (PPL)
Classics for Pleasure (EMI)
Classic Fox Records (PPL)
Classic Studio Berlin (PPL)
Classical Recording Service (PPL)
Classico (PPL)
Claudio Bohemia (PPL)
Claudio Contemporary (PPL)
Claudio Records (PPL)
Clawfist (PPL)
Clean Cut Records (PPL)
Clean Up Records (PPL)
Clelia Adams (Adams, Clelia)
Cleopatra Records (Shock)
Cleveland City (PPL)
Cliff Guy (Guy, Clifford William)
Cloud Valley Music (PPL)
Cloudy But Fine (Dean Manning)
Clovelly (PPL)
Club 99 (PPL)
Club Buzz (PPL)
Club Card Records (PPL)
Club De Musique (PPL)
Club Movers (PPL)
Club802 (PPL)
Clubland Records (Shock)
Clubscene Records (PPL)
Clued (PPL)
Cluster (PPL)
CMJ (PPL)
CND (Planet Distribution)
CNR (Roadrunner)
Cobra (PPL)
Cobrax (Rigid)
Cockatoo Records (Echidna)
Codex Records (PPL)
Coercive (PPL)
Col Legno (Fuse)
Col Millington Productions (Col Millington Productions)
Colin Greatorix (Greatorix, Colin Spencer)
Collectables (Hot)
Collecting (PPL)
Collectors Choice (Hot)
Collectors Edition (PPL)
Collectors Items (PPL)
Collegium Records (Select)
Collision Records (MRA)
Colour Box (PPL)
Columbia (Sony BMG)
Columbia/Sony Music Soundtrax (Sony BMG)
Columna Musica (PPL)
Combo (PPL)
Comic Relief (PPL)
Coming Home (Video) (Liberation)
Command (PPL)
Commodore (Universal)
Communicado Communications Ltd (Sony BMG)
Compact Hour (Music World)
Compact Organization (PPL)
Compadre (Hot)
Compass Brothers (Sony BMG)
Completist (PPL)
Compulsive Recordings (Peeping Tom)
Computer Integrated Audio (PPL)
Concept Music (PPL)
Concert Artists (PPL)
Concert Master (PPL)
Concerto Bayreuth (PPL)
Concious Sounds (PPL)
Concord Records (Shock)
Concord Records (Select)
Concrete (Sony BMG)
Concubine (Shock)
Confetti (PPL)
Conflict Records (PPL)
Congregation (Fourth Floor Collapse)
Congo (PPL)
Connect Records (PPL)
Connor Ray (PPL)
Conquerors (PPL)
Conscious Records (PPL)
Conscious Sounds (PPL)
Consolidated (PPL)
Consort (PPL)
Constant In Opal (PPL)
Constant Q (PPL)
Contact Media (PPL)
Continental Blue Heaven (PPL)
Continental Record Service (PPL)
Continental Song City (PPL)
Continuum (PPL)
Contrast Recordings (PPL)
Coo-ee Music (Coo-ee)
Cooking Vinyl (Shock)
Cool Nation (PPL)
Cool Rockers (PPL)
Cool Tempo (EMI)
Coolsville Records (Universal)
Cora-Linn (PPL)
Corason (PPL)
Cornerstone Productions (PPL)
Cornerstone Records (PPL)
Corona Records (PPL)
Coronet (Sony BMG)
Cortex (Shock)
Coshh (PPL)
Cosmetic Recordings (Vicious)
Cosmic (PPL)
Cosmic Rough Riders (PPL)
Cosmic Sounds (PPL)
Cosmos Original Records (PPL)
Cottage (PPL)
Cottage Records (PPL)
Cougar Records (PPL)
Could Nine Lifestyle + Relaxation (Charlie Chan)
Counterpart Recordings (PPL)
Counterpoint (PPL)
Counterpoint Records Ltd (PPL)
Country Music Classics (Wiseman, Bryan)
Country Music Foundations (PPL)
Country Routes (PPL)
County (PPL)
Cowboy Junkies Inc (Shock)
Cowboy Music (PPL)
Cowboy Records Ltd (PPL)
Coyote (Universal)
CPO (Select)
Crab (PPL)
Crafty Cuts (PPL)
Crafty Maid (PPL)
Crai (PPL)
Craig Giles (Giles, Craig)
Craig Law Productions (Craig Law Productions)
Crash (PPL)
Crash Records (PPL)
Crashed (PPL)
Crazy Jain Records (PPL)
Crazy Music Records (PPL)
Crazy Viking Records (PPL)
CRD (PPL)
Cream (Universal)
Creation (Sony BMG)
Creative Vibes (Creative Vibes)
Creekside Records (PPL)
Crème De La Crème (PPL)
Crème De La Crim Records (PPL)
Creole (Sony BMG)
Crescent Moon (Sony BMG)
Crestway Music (Crestway Music)
Crimetime Records (PPL)
CrimInAll Records (CrimInAll Records)
Criminal Records Inc (PPL)
Criss Cross Jazz (PPL)
Cristal Records (Hot)
Critical Mass (PPL)
Crocodisc (PPL)
Cross Over Music (PPL)
Crosswire Music (Shock)
Crown (PPL)
Crown Collection Series (PPL)
Crown Prince (PPL)
Crown Singles (PPL)
CRS (Hot)
Cryptic Shadow (PPL)
Crystal (PPL)
Crystal City (PPL)
Crystal Clarity Sound & Light (PPL)
CSA (PPL)
CTM (PPL)
Cube Hifly (PPL)
Cube Records (Shock)
Cube Soundtracks (PPL)
Cuckoo Land Records (PPL)
Cue Records (PPL)
Cultural Foundation (PPL)
Curb (EMI)
Curb (PPL)
Curb Records (Universal)
Curiad (PPL)
Curveball Recordings (PPL)
Cut 'N' Dry (PPL)
Cutting (PPL)
Cutzrecordingz (PPL)
Cybelia (PPL)
CyberOctave (MRA)
Cyclo Music (PPL)
Cypress Records (Sony BMG)
D (PPL)
D Fusion (PPL)
D T Records (PPL)
D. Boyd Pty Ltd (D. Boyd Pty Ltd)
D.J. Records.com (PPL)
D.N.A. Records (PPL)
D-Power Records (PPL)
D-Tone Records (PPL)
D-Trax (PPL)
D3 Entertainment (Shock)
D5 Records (PPL)
Da Capo (Select)
Da Capo Singers (Da Capo Singers)
Dad House (PPL)
Daisy Label (UK) (Hot)
Damaged Goods Records (PPL)
Damn Right (PPL)
Dance & Listen (PPL)
Dance 2 Recording Ltd (PPL)
Dance 2 Records (PPL)
Dance Bass (PPL)
Dance Beat (PPL)
Dance On Vinyl (PPL)
Dancetime Records (PPL)
Dangerous Records (PPL)
Danica Records (PPL)
Daniel Arvidson (Arvidson, Daniel)
Dansa Records (PPL)
Dansan Records (PPL)
Dansing Records (PPL)
DAR Recordings (Hot)
Dark And Moody Records (PPL)
Dark Carnival (Roadrunner)
Darkness Records (PPL)
Darren Coggan (Coggan, Darren)
Darren James Records (PPL)
Dart (PPL)
Dat Music (PPL)
Data (PPL)
David Griffith (Griffith, David)
David Hyams (Hyams, David)
David Lane (David Benjamin Lane)
Davis Felix (Felix, Davis)
Dawn Club (PPL)
Daylight (PPL)
Dayspring (PPL)
Daystar Productions (Backtrack)
DBM Records (PPL)
DBMedia (DB Media Records)
DC Records (Festival)
DCM (PPL)
D’Em UK Records (PPL)
De Luxe UK (PPL)
De Plein Vent (PPL)
De Underground Crew (PPL)
De-Lite (Universal)
De-Luxe (PPL)
Dead Reckoning Records (Shock)
Deaf Shepherd (PPL)
Dean Group (PPL)
Dean Organs (PPL)
Dean Stewart Lusher (Lusher, Dean Stewart)
Death Row (Shock)
Deborah Conway (Shock)
Deborah Hocking (Hocking, Deborah)
Debt (PPL)
Debut (Sony BMG)
Decadance (MRA)
Decay Music (Shock)
Decca (Universal)
Decca Broadway (Universal)
Deceptive Records (PPL)
Decipher Recordings (PPL)
deConstruction (Sony BMG)
Decoy Records (PPL)
Deeay Music (PPL)
Deep Dish Records (PPL)
Deep Grooves (Festival)
Deep South (PPL)
Deep Touch Records (PPL)
Def American (Universal)
Def Jam (Universal)
Def Records (PPL)
Def Soul (Universal)
Defcom (PPL)
Defected Records (PPL)
Defiant Records (PPL)
Definitive (Hot)
Déjà Vu (PPL)
Dejadisc (PPL)
Del-Rio (PPL)
Delabel (EMI)
Delirious (PPL)
Deljam (Deljam)
Delmark (Hot)
Delphian Records Ltd (PPL)
Delphine Productions (Shock)
Delta (Hot)
Deluc (Backtrack)
Demon Records (Shock)
Demus (Universal)
Dental (PPL)
DEP (EMI)
Deprogram (Budimir, Mary Michelle)
Deram (Universal)
Deroy Records (PPL)
Derry (PPL)
Desertones (Rhythm Ace Records)
Desire (Universal)
Desperado Recordings (PPL)
DestiNATION (MRA)
Destiny (PPL)
Detail Records (PPL)
Deutsch Englische Freunds (PPL)
Deutsche Grammophon (Universal)
Deutsche Harmonia Mundi (Sony BMG)
Deutschland Strike Back (PPL)
Deux-Elles (PPL)
Deva Records (PPL)
Deviant (Festival)
Devine Music (AJO Services)
Devotion Records (PPL)
DG Records (PPL)
DGC (Universal)
DHM (Sony BMG)
Diadem (PPL)
Diamond (PPL)
Diamond Kastle Entertainment (PPL)
Diamond Kastle Publishing (PPL)
Diamond Collection (MRA)
Dice Records (PPL)
Dickson-Martinez (MRA)
Diehard Records (PPL)
Diesel Records (PPL)
Different Drummer (PPL)
Diffusion (PPL)
Dig It! Records (PPL)
Digidance (Holland) (Central Station)
Digikal (PPL)
Digital B (PPL)
Digital Hard Recordings (Atari Teenage Riot) (Festival)
Digital Hardcore (Shock)
Digital Wave Recordings (PPL)
Dilo! Records (PPL)
Dimmak (Smash Music)
Dimples (PPL)
Dine-A-Mite Jazz (PPL)
Dingle’s (PPL)
Dingle’s Country (PPL)
Dinky (Central Station)
Dinmore Records (PPL)
DIPIU s.r.l. (Shock)
Direct Heat Records (PPL)
Dirt Trax (PPL)
Dirty Dubs (PPL)
Disables, The (The Disables)
Discipline (PPL)
Disco Amato (PPL)
Disco Gecko (PPL)
Disconforme (Hot)
Discourses (PPL)
Discovery (Warner)
Disfunction Recordings (PPL)
Disorder (PPL)
Disques Bleu (PPL)
Disruptive Pattern (PPL)
Distant Soundz (PPL)
Distracted Music Group (Shock)
Distort Enterainment Inc (Shock)
Divertimento (PPL)
Divineart Limited (PPL)
Diwedd Y Gwt (PPL)
Dixiefrog (PPL)
DJ Creation (PPL)
DJ's Delite (PPL)
Djaz Diffusion (PPL)
DJM (Universal)
DKR Promotions (PPL)
Do-Little Records (PPL)
Document (PPL)
Dolphin/Dara (MRA)
Dome (EMI)
Dome Records Ltd (UK) (PPL)
Domestic Classical (Warner)
Dominence (PPL)
Dominion Records (PPL)
Domo (Universal)
Don't Walk Boogie (PPL)
Donman (PPL)
Donna Fisk & Michael Cristian (Donna Fisk & Michael Cristian)
Donut (PPL)
Dooto (PPL)
Dootone (PPL)
Dope On Plastic Records (PPL)
Dope Wax (PPL)
Dopedragon Records (PPL)
Dorado Records (PPL)
Doremi Records (PPL)
Dorobo (Festival)
Double Dragon Music Ltd (PPL)
Double Snazzy (PPL)
Double Time Records (Dex Audio)
Double Zero (PPL)
Doubles (Music World)
Doug Mansfield (Mansfield, Doug)
Dough Boy Records (PPL)
Dover (EMI)
Down By Law Records (PPL)
Downlow Entertainment (PPL)
Downtime (Shock)
DP Recordings (PPL)
DP Trance (PPL)
DP Xpress (PPL)
Dr. Horse (PPL)
Dragon Music (PPL)
Dragon Records (PPL)
Draw (Anthem)
Dread (PPL)
Deam Catcha (SVA - Band Services)
Dream Dealers (Dream Dealers)
DreamWorks (Universal)
Dreyfus Jazz (Dex Audio)
DRG (Hot)
Drive (PPL)
Drive On Records (PPL)
Drum & Bass 2000 (PPL)
Drumstar (Hot)
DSP (PPL)
DT Enterprises (PPL)
Dualtone Music Group (Shock)
Dub Vendor (PPL)
Dubwax Records (PPL)
Dubwise (PPL)
Dude Records (PPL)
Dug Out Entertainment (PPL)
Dugout Records (PPL)
Duke Peacock (Universal)
Dulcima (PPL)
Dummy Run (PPL)
Duncan Swift Records (PPL)
Dune (Hot)
Dunelm Records (PPL)
Dunks International (PPL)
Dunya (Planet Distribution)
Duo (PPL)
Duomo Records (PPL)
Dureco (Universal)
Dusk Til Dawn (PPL)
Dust Records (PPL)
Dust2dust (PPL)
Dutton Laboratories (PPL)
Duty Free Recordings (PPL)
DV8 International (PPL)
DVDUK (Hot)
DW Records (PPL)
Dwayne Elix (Elix, Dwayne)
Dynamic (PPL)
E OS Records (PPL)
E Pluribus Unum Recordings (Universal)
E R (PPL)
E Squared (Shock)
E-H.1 (PPL)
Eagle Records (East/West) (Warner)
Eagle Records Masterworks (Move)
Ear To Ear (PPL)
Earache Records (Shock)
Earl Records (PPL)
Early Learning (PPL)
Earth (PPL)
Earth Angel (PPL)
Earthbeat (PPL)
East Central One (UK) (Hot)
East Rock Records (PPL)
East Side Digital (PPL)
East Side Records (PPL)
East West Australia (Warner)
East West International (Warner)
East West Trading Company (PPL)
Eastbound (PPL)
Eastcentrafour (PPL)
Eastcoasters (PPL)
Eastern Front (PPL)
Eastman Group Pty Ltd (Eastman)
Eastside Productions (PPL)
Eastside Records Ltd (PPL)
Easy Listeners (PPL)
Easy Star Recordings (Hot)
Easyaccess Recordings (PPL)
EBS (PPL)
EBS Records (PPL)
Echidna Music (Hot)
Echo (Europe & Latin America) (Universal)
Echo (UK) (Liberation)
Eclipse (Universal)
ECM (Germany) (Fuse)
Economy (PPL)
Ecstacy (PPL)
EDA (PPL)
EDA Editions Abseits (PPL)
Edel (Shock)
Edge Of Sound Records (PPL)
Edgy Records (PPL)
Edition Clarino (PPL)
Editions Abseits (PPL)
Editions De L'Oiseau Lyre (Universal)
Educational Tapes (PPL)
EDZ Music (Karvin)
EFDSS (PPL)
EG (EMI)
EGM (PPL)
Eigen Wijs (PPL)
Eighteenth Street Lounge Music (Shock)
El Mundo (Music World)
El Records (PPL)
Elastic Records (Rubber)
Electa (PPL)
Electric (PPL)
Electric Circus (PPL)
Electric Honey Records (PPL)
Electric Kingdom Records (PPL)
Electrola (EMI)
Electron (Electron)
Electron Industries (PPL)
Electron Soul Records (PPL)
Eleganz (PPL)
Elektra (Warner)
Elektra Productions (Elektra)
Elemental Records (PPL)
Elementle Records (PPL)
Elenor Rayner (Rayner, Elenor)
Elephant Label (PPL)
Elite Records (PPL)
Elle Records (PPL)
Ellis Dees G Mex Records (PPL)
Elly Music (PPL)
Elm (PPL)
Eloquence (Universal)
Elysium Recordings Inc (PPL)
Emanon Records (Emanon Records)
EmArcy Digital (Universal)
Ember (PPL)
Emec (PPL)
Emerald City (Universal)
Emerald Records (PPL)
EMI (EMI)
EMI Canada (EMI)
EMI Classics (EMI)
EMI International (EMI)
EMI Reflex (EMI)
EMI UK (EMI)
EMI USA (EMI)
Eminence (EMI)
Eminent Records (Emmy Lou Harris) (Festival)
Emissions Audio Output (PPL)
Emissions Echoic (PPL)
Emissions Lo-Fi (PPL)
Emissions Static (PPL)
Emmanuel Music (PPL)
Emotif (PPL)
Emotional Records (PPL)
Emotive Records (PPL)
Empire Records (PPL)
EMU Music (Emu Music)
Encore (EMI)
Encore (Music World)
End Recordings (PPL)
Endangered (Universal)
Endgame Records (Hot)
Energy (PPL)
Energy Productions (Italy) (ToCo)
Engine Records (Universal)
Engine Room (Lash) (Festival)
England (PPL)
English Concert Recordings (PPL)
English West Coast Music (PPL)
Enigma (EMI)
Enja Records (Dex Audio)
Enrec (Festival)
Enriched (PPL)
Ensign (EMI)
Enterprise (PPL)
Enter'acte (Fifth Continent)
Environ (PPL)
Envoy (EMI)
Eon Music (Eastman)
Epic (Sony BMG)
Epic Soundtrax (Sony BMG)
Episode Productions (Episode)
Epitaph Records (Shock)
EPM (Planet Distribution)
Equity Music Group (Shock)
Erato (Warner)
ERG - North America (EMI)
ERI (PPL)
Escapade Records (PPL)
Escort (PPL)
Escutcheon (PPL)
ESD (PPL)
Esoteric Music (PPL)
Essay Recordings (PPL)
Essence Records (PPL)
Essential (Sony BMG)
Essential Collection (MRA)
Essential Platinum Records (PPL)
Esteban Music (Backtrack)
Estereo (PPL)
Eternity (Universal)
Ether Records (Hot)
etypejazz (etypejazz)
Eufoda (PPL)
Eukahouse (PPL)
Eukatech (PPL)
Euphoric Records (PPL)
Eureka (Sony BMG)
Eurodisc (Sony BMG)
Euroson (PPL)
Eurostar (PPL)
Eurozone Recordings (PPL)
Evasound Records & Tapes (Broad Music)
Even Classics (PPL)
Evergreen Entertainment (Evergreen)
Everland Entertainment (PPL)
Everyst (Backtrack)
Evidence (Hot)
Evolution (PPL)
Evolve (PPL)
Excellent Records (MRA)
Excello (PPL)
Excelsior (Universal)
Exceptional (PPL)
Exel (PPL)
Exil (PPL)
Exile (Universal)
Exit (PPL)
Exoteric (PPL)
Expanded Music (Italy) (Colossal)
Experience Hendrix Records (Universal)
Explicit Records (PPL)
Explosion (PPL)
Explosive Records (PPL)
Expulsion Records (PPL)
Exterminator (PPL)
Exude Music (Powderworks)
Eye For Music (PPL)
Eye Of The Storm (PPL)
Eye Q Records (PPL)
F Project (PPL)
F-BEAT (Sony BMG)
F-Communications (Creative Vibes)
FAB14 (Hot)
Fable (EMI)
Fabulous Records (Hot)
Fairhope Records (PPL)
Fairy Cake Universe (PPL)
Fais Do Do (PPL)
Faith And Hope Records Ltd (PPL)
Fall of Rome Records (Shock)
Fall Out (PPL)
Fallen Angel (Hot)
Fame (EMI)
Familiar Records (PPL)
Fanfare (USA) (PPL)
Fanfare International (PPL)
Fantasy (Festival)
Far Out Recordings (PPL)
Farao (Planet Distribution)
Fashion (PPL)
Fast Forward Records (PPL)
Fast Lane (PPL)
Fast Tracks Records (PPL)
Fat Boy Records (PPL)
Fat Face Records (PPL)
Fat Leads Records (Fat Leads)
Fat N Fas’ (PPL)
Fat Possum (Shock)
Fat Wreck Chords (Shock)
Fate (PPL)
Fatman (PPL)
Faultline Records (Shock)
Faze Freak (PPL)
Faze-2 Records (PPL)
FDN (PPL)
Fearless Records (Shock)
Feature (PPL)
Fedora (Hot)
Feet First (PPL)
FEG Entertainment (Vital Entertainment)
Felicity Urquhart (Felicity's Entertainment)
Fellside Recordings (PPL)
Felmay (Planet Distribution)
Fenetik (PPL)
Festival (Festival)
Festival (NZ) (Festival)
Festival International (Festival)
Few'll Ignite Sound (Hot)
Fez-O-Phone (PPL)
Ffach (PPL)
FHL (PPL)
Fiddlers Festival (Fiddlers Festival)
Fierce Beatz (PPL)
Fierce Nek (PPL)
Fierce Panda Records (PPL)
Fifth Continent (Universal)
Fifty First Recordings (PPL)
Figtree (PPL)
Filmtrax (PPL)
Filter Records (PPL)
Filtered Records (PPL)
Final Phase (PPL)
Final Vinyl (PPL)
Fine Style (PPL)
Finlandia (Classical) (Warner)
Fiona Latham (Latham, Fiona)
Fioretti (PPL)
Fire Island Records (PPL)
Fire Tribe (PPL)
Fireball Records (Fireball)
Fireghost Records (PPL)
Firehouse (PPL)
First Avenue Records (PPL)
First Bass (PPL)
First Base (PPL)
First Choice (PPL)
First Edition Recordings (PPL)
First Heard (PPL)
First Night Records (Universal)
First Step Records (PPL)
Five AM (PPL)
Five Civilised Tribes (PPL)
Five Ten Records (Universal)
FJ Entertainment (PPL)
Flair Records (PPL)
Flamencovision (PPL)
Flapper (PPL)
Flashlight (PPL)
Flat Records (PPL)
Flat Rock (PPL)
Flatfish (PPL)
Flatfoot Shakers (McDonald, Kieron)
Fledgling (Hot)
Flesh Alloy Records (PPL)
Flicknife Records (PPL)
Flight Recordings (PPL)
Flight Records (PPL)
Flip Records (Universal)
Floating Point Music (Floating Point)
Floppy Records (PPL)
Flow Motion Records (PPL)
floW~recordings (Zero 3)
Flowerpot Records Ltd (PPL)
Fluential Records (PPL)
Fluff (PPL)
Fluid Recordings UK (PPL)
Fly Records (PPL)
Flying Fish (Planet Distribution)
Flying Nun Records (Festival)
Flying Records (PPL)
Flying Sparks (UK) (Hot)
Flyright (PPL)
FM Coast To Coast (PPL)
FM Dance (PPL)
FM Film Music (PPL)
FM Jazz (PPL)
FM Records (Planet Distribution)
FM Revolver Records (PPL)
Foghorn Records (Foghorn)
Folk (PPL)
Folk Lyric (PPL)
Folk Roots (PPL)
Folksound (PPL)
Folkways (USA) (Fuse)
Fone (PPL)
Fontit Classics (Classical) (Warner)
Fono (PPL)
Fontana (Universal)
Food International (EMI)
For Your Love (PPL)
Force Majeure (PPL)
Forever Forward Records (PPL)
Forever Gold (PPL)
Forrest Hill (Hot)
Forlane (PPL)
Formation Records (PPL)
Fortuna Pop! (PPL)
Fortune Records (PPL)
Forward Sounds International (PPL)
Foundation Junglist (PPL)
Foundation Music (PPL)
Four Roads Music (PPL)
Four Twenty (PPL)
Fourth & Broadway (Universal)
Fourth Floor Collapse (Fourth Floor Collapse)
Fox (Moulin Rouge) (Festival)
Foyle (PPL)
Fragmented Records (PPL)
Framework (PPL)
Fraternity (PPL)
Freak Plastique (PPL)
Freaky Music (Netherlands) (ToCo)
Freakzone (Phantom)
Frederick Records (PPL)
Free Reed (Hot)
Freedom (PPL)
Freedom Sounds (PPL)
Freefall Records (PPL)
Freefalls Entertainment (Shock)
Freeflow (PPL)
Freeform Records (PPL)
Freerange Records (PPL)
Freestyle Records (PPL)
Frenzal Rhomb (Shock)
Fresh Sounds (Hot)
Fresh Water Records (PPL)
Freshblood Records (PPL)
Freskanova (PPL)
Fret Music (Fret Music)
Freudiana Records (PPL)
Friends Of Man (Anvil Lane)
Frisky Records (PPL)
Fritz Records (PPL)
Frog (PPL)
Front End Loader (Shock)
Frontal Lobe Productions (Frontal Lobe)
Frontier (EMI)
Frontline (EMI)
Frozen (PPL)
Fruit (Fruit Music)
Fruit Bat Music (Fruit Bat)
Fruit Bat Productions (Fruit Bat)
Fruit Records (PPL)
Fry Up (PPL)
Fryup Records (Fryup)
FSM (PPL)
FSUK (PPL)
FU2 (PPL)
Fuego (MRA)
Fueled by Ramen Inc (USA) (Shock)
Fugs (PPL)
Full Circle Music (Full Circle Music)
Full Cycle Records (PPL)
Fullhouse (PPL)
Functional Breaks (PPL)
Funk 45 (PPL)
Funky Child (PPL)
Funky Soul Recordings (PPL)
Furiou5? (PPL)
Fury Records (PPL)
Fuse (PPL)
Fused UP (PPL)
Fusion Records (PPL)
Fusion Records (Netherlands) (ToCo)
Futura Music International (PPL)
Future Legend Records (PPL)
Future Records (PPL)
Future Underground Nation (PPL)
Futureproof Records (PPL)
Futurescope (Universal)
Fuze (PPL)
FZ (PPL)
G.A.K. (PPL)
G-7 Welcoming Committee (Shock)
G-Netic Structure Records (PPL)
Gable Records (PPL)
Gaga (PPL)
Gain (PPL)
Gajang Productions (Gajang Productions)
Gak (PPL)
Galactic Disco (PPL)
Galaxy (Festival)
Gallo (PPL)
Gametight Entertainments (PPL)
Gammer (PPL)
GANGgajang (GANGgajang)
Gang Go Music (Shock)
Gannet Records (PPL)
Garage Nation Records (PPL)
Gary Shearston (Shearston, Gary)
Gas (PPL)
Gasoline Alley (Universal)
Gasparini (PPL)
Gatecrasher (Warner)
Gauntlet (Sony BMG)
Gav Records (PPL)
Gavioliphone (PPL)
GBM Records (PPL)
GBT (PPL)
Gebhardt (PPL)
GDI Records (Hot)
Gecko Records (PPL)
Gee Street (Universal)
Geffen (Universal)
Geist (PPL)
Gekko (PPL)
Gem Records (PPL)
Gemini (PPL)
Gemma Doyle (Doyle, Gemma)
Generika Productions (PPL)
Genetic Stress (PPL)
Gentle Electric (PPL)
Germain/Revolutionary Records (PPL)
Germany (PPL)
GHB (PPL)
Giant Claw (Shock)
Giant Records (Warner)
Giant Step Records (Universal)
Giants Of Jazz (PPL)
Gidgee (Gidgee Records)
Gimell (Universal)
Girle Publishing (Girle Publishing)
Gistep Records (Universal)
Glasgow Records (PPL)
Glasgow Underground (PPL)
Glass Gramophone Company (PPL)
Glen Records (PPL)
Glendale (PPL)
Glist (Alston, Mark & Chris, Dixon, Samantha, Schleter, Troy)
Glitterhouse (Dex Audio)
Global Recordings (Global)
Global Recordings - Sonic Animation (Festival)
Global Talent Records (PPL)
Global Underground (Shock)
Global Village (PPL)
Global Warming (PPL)
Globestyle (PPL)
Glorious Music (PPL)
Glow (PPL)
GMG (PPL)
Gnat (PPL)
Go! Beat (Universal)
Go! Discs (Universal)
Goa Trance (PPL)
Goalmouth (PPL)
Goat Bag Records & Music (PPL)
Gobsmacked Music (Gobsmacked)
Gobsmacked Television (Gobsmacked)
God Sent Records (PPL)
GoJazz (Planet Distribution)
Gold Award (PPL)
Gold Circle International (Shock)
Gold Records (PPL)
Gold Seal (Sony BMG)
Gold Wax (Black Market Music)
Goldband (PPL)
Golden Editions (Music World)
Golden Groove (Lipsync)
Golden Legacy (Universal)
Golden Star (PPL)
Good News (PPL)
Goodies (PPL)
Goodstuff Records (PPL)
Googly Records (PPL)
Gordon Gano (Shock)
Gordy (Sony BMG)
Gorgeous Music (PPL)
Gorgon (PPL)
Gospel Jubilee (PPL)
Gospocentric (Universal)
Gotee (PPL)
Gotham (Sony BMG)
Grab A Copy Records (PPL)
Grab It! (PPL)
Grace Recordings (Grace)
Grada Music (Shock)
Graeme Culham Records (PPL)
Graffiti Records (Universal)
Grafico (Qld) (Hot)
Grand Central Records (PPL)
Granny Smiths Records Ltd (PPL)
Grant Matthew Bulmer (Bulmer, Grant Matthew)
Grapevine (UK) (ABC)
Grasmere Records (PPL)
Grass Roots (PPL)
Great Bands (PPL)
Great British Techno (PPL)
Great Songs Of Praise (PPL)
Great Southern (PPL)
Great Voices Of The Century (PPL)
Greek Palace (PPL)
Green Linnet (Planet Distribution)
Green Man Records (PPL)
Greensleeves (Hot)
Greentrax (Hot)
Greg Coulson (Coulson, Greg)
Grenouille Records (PPL)
Grid (PPL)
Groove Records (PPL)
Groovejam Recordings (PPL)
Gross National Disco (PPL)
Gross National Product (PPL)
Grosvenor (PPL)
GRP (Universal)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Record Label</th>
<th>Owner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grudge Records (Universal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTF Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guidance (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guiding Star Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guild Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gull (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gullyraker Music (Hot)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gum Leaf (EMI)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gumbo (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurpreet Music Bank (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gussie P (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gusto Records (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gut Records Ltd (UK) (Festival)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guttermouth (Shock)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Dearden (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guy Gross Music (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwynfryn (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyroscope Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H Bug (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.H.O. (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H20 (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hadley Records (Bellbird)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hairoun Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halcyon (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half A Cow (Half A Cow)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallamshire Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallmark (Universal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halloween Society Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hand On Heart Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handlebar Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hangmans Daughter (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansa (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Dancer (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Hardcash Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy House (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Jack Productions (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Tunes (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard On Recordings (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Times (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Work (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardbeats Inc (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardbore (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardleaders (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonia Mundi (Select)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardwax (Central Station)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hark It (Hot)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlequin (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmony (Sony BMG)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hart Records (MRA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harthouse Records (PPL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Harvest (EMI)
Hawkins (Universal)
Havant (Universal)
Havasong Records (PPL)
Hawk Records (PPL)
Hayshed Productions (Hayshed Productions / Hayshed Studios)
Hazchem (PPL)
Head & Arm (PPL)
Head Records (Head)
Headline (PPL)
Headphone Records (PPL)
Headrock Music (PPL)
Headstart (PPL)
Heartbeat (Planet Distribution)
Hearthfire (PPL)
Hearts Of Space (MRA)
Heat (PPL)
Heaven (PPL)
Heaven Sent Records (PPL)
Heavy Melon Records (PPL)
Heavy Metal (PPL)
Heavy Metal America (PPL)
Heavy Metal International (PPL)
Heavy Metal Records Canada (PPL)
Heavy Metal Records Japan (PPL)
Heavy Metal USA (PPL)
Heavy Metal Worldwide (PPL)
Heavy Truth (PPL)
Heidi Spiliopoulous (Spiliopoulos, Heidi)
Heifer (Heifer)
Heights Music (PPL)
Heights Of Abraham (PPL)
Hellcat (Shock)
Helter Skelter (Sony BMG)
Hengest Records (PPL)
Hep (Hot)
Herald (PPL)
Heritage Gospel (PPL)
Hermes (PPL)
Hermitage Music (PPL)
Herring Moon Records (PPL)
Hi (PPL)
Hi Fi (PPL)
Hi Records/ABS Entertainment (Shock)
Hi Spot (PPL)
Hidden Agenda (PPL)
Hidden Art (PPL)
Hidden Beach (Sony BMG)
High Park Records (PPL)
High Rollerz (PPL)
Highbridge (Universal)
Higher Octave Music (MRA)
Higher State (PPL)
Highlander Music (PPL)
Highnote (Hot)
Hightone Records (Shock)
Hillsong Music Australia (Hillsong Music)
Hilltop Hoods (Hilltop Hoods)
Hip-O Records (Universal)
Hip Bop (Hot)
Hip Records (PPL)
Hipbone Records (PPL)
His Master's Voice (HMV) (EMI)
Hiscadillac Records (PPL)
Hispavox (EMI)
Historical Performers Records (PPL)
Hit Records (PPL)
Hit Run (PPL)
Hit The Deck Records (PPL)
Hit The Roof (PPL)
Hits & Memories (Music World)
HMR (PPL)
Hoax Records (PPL)
Hoh Records (PPL)
Hollick & Taylor (PPL)
Hollywood (Festival)
Holyrood (PPL)
Hom Bru Recordings (PPL)
Home Recordings (PPL)
Home Roots Music (PPL)
Home Sweet Home (PPL)
Homespun (PPL)
Honchos Music (PPL)
Honest Entertainment (AJO Services)
Honeyface (Honeyface)
Honeymoon (PPL)
Honeypot Records (PPL)
Hooj Tunes Limited (PPL)
Hook Line 'N' Sinker (PPL)
Hoop Culture Records (Hoop)
Hop (PPL)
Hope Recordings (PPL)
Horatio Nelson Records (PPL)
Hornblow Group (Shock)
Horslips Records (PPL)
Hosannah! Music (PPL)
Hospital (PPL)
Hot'N'Spycy (PPL)
Hot Air (PPL)
Hot Apple (PPL)
Hot Blues (PPL)
Hot Cars (PPL)
Hot Potato (PPL)
Hot Records (Hot)
Hot Soul (PPL)
Hot Vinyl (PPL)
Hot Wax Records (PPL)
Hotsteppers Records (PPL)
Hour Of Pleasure (EMI)
House Of Bloem (PPL)
House Of Sharma (PPL)
Hubba Discs (PPL)
Hubba Spools (PPL)
Hubris Records (PPL)
Huff Puff (PPL)
Hug Records (PPL)
Huge Records (Shock)
Huh! Records (Universal)
Human Interests (Human Interests)
Human Records (PPL)
Humboldt County (PPL)
Hummingbird Records (UK) (Hot)
Hungry Dog Records (Hot)
Hunters Moon Promotions (PPL)
Hurraah! Records (PPL)
Hut (EMI)
Hux Records (Hot)
Hwyl (PPL)
Hybrid (EMI)
Hydepark Studios (PPL)
Hydrogen Dukebox (PPL)
Hyena Records (US) (Hot)
Hymns Ancient & Modern (PPL)
Hyper Sonik UK (PPL)
Hyperion (Select)
I Am Records (PPL)
I.E. Music (Universal)
I.R.P.(PPL)
I.T. Productions (PPL)
I-Anka (PPL)
Ibiza (PPL)
IC2 Recordings (PPL)
ICC (PPL)
Ice (Sony BMG)
Ice Cold Records (PPL)
Ice Cream (PPL)
Ichor Logistics (PPL)
Icon (PPL)
Icy (PPL)
ID (Universal)
IDJ (PPL)
Identity Records (Identity)
IE Records (PPL)
Igus (PPL)
Ilan Zagoria (Zagoria, Ilan)
Illegal Frequencies Recordings (PPL)
Illicit Recordings (PPL)
Illusive Sounds (Liberation)
Image (EMI)
Imaginary Road (Universal)
Imago Recording Company (Shock)
Imber (PPL)
IMD (PPL)
IMG (Universal)
IMG Records (Universal)
Immersion Records (Chase)
Immortal (Sony BMG)
IMP (Universal)
IMP Classics (Universal)
IMP Masters (Universal)
Impact (EMI)
Impatio Sound (PPL)
Imperial (EMI)
Impulse! (Universal)
In The Paint Records (Shock)
In Touch Records (PPL)
In_Fidelity (Shock)
Inakustik (PPL)
Incentive (PPL)
Independent Records (Hot)
Independiente (Sony BMG)
Indie 500 (PPL)
Industrial Records (PPL)
Industry Recordings (PPL)
Industry Records (PPL)
Inertia (PPL)
Inertial (PPL)
Infamous Light Recordings (Jayarajan, Praveen)
Infected (PPL)
Infectious Records (Festival)
Inferno Records Ltd (PPL)
Infinity (Festival)
Infur (PPL)
Inner Peace/Stephen Halpern (MRA)
Inner Rhythm (PPL)
Inner Sanctum (PPL)
Innerhythmic (MRA)
Inset (PPL)
Inspiration Records (PPL)
Inspired (PPL)
Inspired Sounds (PPL)
Instant Karma (Sony BMG)
Instinct Records (PPL)
Instrumental (PPL)
Inta Outa Records (PPL)
Integral Records (PPL)
Integrity Music (PPL)
Integrity Music Fitness (PPL)
Integrity Records Limited (PPL)
Intencity Records (MRA)
Inter-Phonic Music (PPL)
Intercorps (Minimum Chips)
Interfusion (Festival)
Intergrated Entertainment Mangagement (IEM) (Powderworks)
Interim Music Group (Interim)
Interludes (PPL)
Interludes Signature Series (PPL)
Internal Bass (Creative Vibes)
International (Sony BMG)
International English (PPL)
International Hit Series London (PPL)
International Music Network (PPL)
Interscope (Universal)
Intersound (PPL)
Interstate Truckin’ (Music World)
Intim Musik (PPL)
Into The Red Records (PPL)
Intrinsic Records (PPL)
Invader Records (PPL)
IOB Records (PPL)
Iona Gold Records (PPL)
Iona Records (PPL)
Ipecac Recordings (Shock)
Iris Light (PPL)
IRM Records (PPL)
Irma Records (Colossal)
Iron Needle Records (PPL)
Irregular Records (PPL)
IRS (EMI)
ISDA (PPL)
Ishq Records (PPL)
Isiris (PPL)
Island Black Music (Universal)
Island Home Music (Island Home Music)
Island Jamaica (Universal)
Island Records (UK) (Universal)
Island Records (USA) (Universal)
Isobar Records (PPL)
Isolation (PPL)
Istituto Discografica Italia (PPL)
It (PPL)
Ital (PPL)
It's Fabulous (PPL)
ITW (PPL)
Ivory (PPL)
Ivy League (Libeation)
J & M Records (PPL)
J C Jazz (PPL)
J Records (Sony BMG)
J. & F. (PPL)
J.A.M. Records (J.A.M. Records)
J.D.M. (PPL)
J.J. Justin (Paliokas, Justin Peter)
J.L.G Elyza (PPL)
J. Mascis (Shock)
Jab (PPL)
Jack Holt (dba Jock Cheese)
Jack Pot (PPL)
Jacki Cooper (Cooper, Jacki)
Jad Records (PPL)
Jadbar (Festival)
Jade (Australian Contemporary Classical (Broad Music)
Jaded Music (Jaded Music)
Jade Hurley Star Communications (Jade Hurley Star Communications P/L)
Jade Tree (Shock)
Jaguar (PPL)
Jah Bible Records (PPL)
Jah Lion (PPL)
Jah Shaka (PPL)
Jah Tubby (PPL)
Jail House (PPL)
Jake Records (Universal)
Jal Premium (PPL)
Jam Central (PPL)
Jam Today (PPL)
Jamaican Recordings (UK) (Hot)
Jambalaya (PPL)
Jambco (Universal)
Jamdown UK (PPL)
James Gordon Anderson (Anderson, James Gordon)
Jamfat (PPL)
Jammys (PPL)
Jan Cocks (Jan Cocks)
Jane Allan (Allan, Jane)
Jane Clifton (Clifton, Jane)
Janis Ian (Festival)
January Music (Matthews, Gerald)
Jappin 'N' Rockin' (PPL)
Jarra Hill (PPL)
Jasmine (PPL)
Jason Kemp (Kemp, Jason George)
Jass Records (PPL)
Java Entertainment (Java Entertainment)
Javelin Promotions Limited (PPL)
Jay (PPL)
Jay-Boy (PPL)
Jayrem (Hot)
Jazz Arena (PPL)
Jazz Art (PPL)
Jazz Band Record (PPL)
Jazz Central Records (PPL)
Jazz Classics (PPL)
Jazz Crusade (PPL)
Jazz Electric (PPL)
Jazz Factory (Hot)
Jazz Fudge (PPL)
Jazz Hour Records (PPL)
Jazz Information (PPL)
Jazz MCG (PPL)
Jazz Records (PPL)
Jazz Time (EMI)
Jazzette Records (PPL)
Jazzhead (Head)
Jazzland (PPL)
Jazzman (PPL)
Jazznik Ltd (PPL)
Jazzology (PPL)
Jazztrade (PPL)
Jazzupstarts Records (PPL)
JBS Series (PPL)
Jeepster Recordings (PPL)
Jeffrey Naden (Naden, Jeffrey)
Jelly Jam (PPL)
Jemf (PPL)
Jenetic Records (PPL)
Jennifer Trynin (Festival)
Jensen, Bonnie (Bonnie Jensen & Associates)
Jericho Beach (Shock)
Jersey Records (Universal)
Jersey Underground Records (PPL)
Jesper Recordings (PPL)
Jessica Paige Romig (Romig, Jessica Paige)
Jessie Sparks (Sparks, Jessie)
Jesters Court (PPL)
Jet (Sony BMG)
Jet Star (PPL)
Jewel (PPL)
Jewish Music Heritage (PPL)
JFD Recordings (PPL)
Jin (PPL)
Jireh (Universal)
Jitter (PPL)
Jive (Sony BMG)
Jive Electro (Sony BMG)
JJ's (PPL)
JJJ (ABC)
JMP (PPL)
JMT (Universal)
JO'K (Festival)
Joe Frasier (PPL)
John Bye Productions (Move)
John Bye Productions - Children's Series (Move)
John Chester (Chester, John)
John Harley Weston (John Harley Weston)
John Mellencamp (Universal)
Joint Effort Records (PPL)
Jolly Beggarmen (Jolly Beggarmen)
Jolt Records (PPL)
Jon Crosby t/a VAST (Festival)
Jonjo Music Ltd (PPL)
Joof Records (PPL)
Joshua Records (PPL)
Josiah Records (PPL)
Joy (PPL)
Joy & Lara (Goodridge, Lara)
JRK Disc (PPL)
JSE Records (PPL)
JSH Records (PPL)
JSP (PPL)
Ju Ju Records (Shock)
Judgement Day Recordings (PPL)
Juice On The Loose (PPL)
Juke Box (PPL)
Jukebox In The Sky (PPL)
Jukebox Lil (PPL)
Juliet Johnson (Juliet Johnson)
Jump 2 It Productions (Crestway)
Jump Cut (PPL)
Jump Up Records (PPL)
Jump Wax Records (PPL)
Junction 14 (PPL)
Jungle (PPL)
Jungle Beat (PPL)
Jungle Dance (PPL)
Jungle Rhythm (PPL)
Jungle Visual Displays (PPL)
Junior Choice (PPL)
Junkie Vinyl (PPL)
Jupiter (PPL)
Jupiter 2 Records (Jupiter 2 Records)
Just Accord Music (PPL)
Just Another Label (PPL)
Just Do It (PPL)
Just East Of Jazz (PPL)
Just For The Record (PPL)
Just For You (PPL)
Just Listen (PPL)
Just Say House (PPL)
Just-For-Kids (PPL)
Justice (PPL)
Justine Time (Hot)
JWM Productions (JWM)
K Industria (Spain) (Hot)
K.C.Dance (PPL)
K.C.Music (PPL)
K.F.W. (PPL)
K.G. (PPL)
K. Records (Peeping Tom)
K9 Records (PPL)
Kadia Records (PPL)
Kairos (Austria) (Fuse)
Kaleidoscope (Kaleidoscope)
Kalimba Productions (Sony BMG)
Kamera Shy Records (PPL)
Kamlee Records (PPL)
Kanajah & Original Burning (PPL)
Karen Lynne Music (Karen Lynne Music)
Karlin Love (Love, Karlin Greenstreet)
Karma Giraffe Music Ltd (PPL)
Karma Sutra (Sony BMG)
Karussell (Universal)
Karvin Records (Karvin)
Katalyst Records (PPL)
Kathedral (PPL)
Katrina Louise Hamilton (Hamilton, Katrina Louise)
Kay-Drum (PPL)
Keda Records (PPL)
Kedar Entertainment (Universal)
Kedron Taylor Enterprises (Kedron Taylor)
Keep Vinyl Alive For The Children (PPL)
Keltia (PPL)
Kent (PPL)
Kenyon Force (PPL)
Kerygma (PPL)
Kesson (PPL)
Kevin Lee (PPL)
Key Country (Key Country)
Keyside (PPL)
Keystone (PPL)
Kicco Classics (PPL)
Kickin (PPL)
Kicking Mule Records (PPL)
Kicking Vinyl (PPL)
Kiddidisc (Music World)
Kids In Cars (PPL)
Kieran Murphy (Framur Holdings)
Kieron McDonald (McDonald, Kieron)
Killcrushdestroy (Killcrushdestroy)
Killerwatt (PPL)
Kim Cheshire (Cheshire, Kim)
Kinderplay Children's Series (Move)
Kinetic (Sony BMG)
Kinetix (PPL)
King Biscuit (Planet Distribution)
King Blank (King Blank)
King Dragon (PPL)
King Recordings (Universal)
King Tubby's (PPL)
King-Jam Records (PPL)
Kingdom Jazz (PPL)
Kingdom Records (PPL)
Kingfisher Records (PPL)
Kingkladze Records (PPL)
Kingpin (PPL)
Kingsize (PPL)
Kinopanorama (Fifth Continent)
Kirklees (PPL)
Kirstee Records (PPL)
Kismet Records (PPL)
Kitchen Table Music (PPL)
Kiwi Gold (Music World)
KKV (Hot)
Klass Kuts (PPL)
Klone Records (PPL)
Klub (PPL)
KMG Records (PPL)
KMS UK (PPL)
Knievel (Knievel)
Knife Fighting Monkey Records (PPL)
Knightsbridge Records (PPL)
Knitting Factory (Hot)
KNL Records (KNL)
Koala (Music World)
Koch Entertainment USA (Shock)
Koin Records (PPL)
Konexion (PPL)
Kongo (PPL)
Kontor (Germany) (Central Station)
Koogat Records (PPL)
Kookaburra (EMI)
Laser (EMI)
Laserlight Digital (Hot)
Last House On The Left (Last House)
Latin World Music (Dex Audio)
Latisphere (MRA)
Latymer (PPL)
Laughing Outlaw (Hot)
Launch Records (Launch Records)
Laurie (EMI)
Lawn (PPL)
Lawrie Minson (Minson, Lawrie)
Laws Of Motion (Hot)
Laylow Records (PPL)
Lazy Susan (Lazy Susan)
LBS Records (LBS)
LCA (PPL)
LDM Music (Backtrack)
Le Maquis (Planet Distribution)
Leaf Label (PPL)
Leave My Records Alone (PPL)
Lee (PPL)
Lee Lambert (PPL)
Lee Records (PPL)
Lee Robert Trevena (Trevena, Lee Robert)
Lee-Ann Rose (Rose Entertainment)
Leech Label (PPL)
Leeman Classics (PPL)
Lees (PPL)
Leg O (PPL)
Legacy (Sony BMG)
Legend Records (PPL)
Legendary Masters (EMI)
Legends (Music World)
Legit Music (Liberation)
Leif Bryan Davies (Davies, Leif Bryan)
Leigh Newton (Newton, Leigh)
Leisure Records (PPL)
Lemon Records (Trevena, Lee Robert)
Leo Records (PPL)
Leonard James Promotions (PPL)
Lethal Music (PPL)
Lets Rock (Hot)
Lewis Parker (Parker, Lewis)
Lewmar Records (Hot)
Li'l Bro' Records (PPL)
Liberation Music (Liberation)
Liberty (EMI)
Libido (Sony BMG)
Libra Records (PPL)
Lick Records (PPL)
Lifestyle (Sony BMG)
Liftin Spirit Records (PPL)
Light And Dark (PPL)
Light/Sacred Special (PPL)
Lightning And Thunder Records (PPL)
Lightyear (Planet Distribution)
Lilac (PPL)
Limbo Records (PPL)
Lime Street Records (PPL)
Limelight (Universal)
Limetree (PPL)
Limited Company Records (PPL)
Limonaire (PPL)
Lindene Music (Lindene Music)
Lingo Records (PPL)
Links (PPL)
Lionheart Administration & Promotion Services (Lionheart)
Lior Attar (Attar, Lior)
Lipsync Records (Lipsync)
Lismor Recordings Limited (PPL)
Listen Easy (Music World)
Listen For Pleasure (EMI)
Litmus (PPL)
Little Darlin (Starlite)
Little Digger (EMI)
Little Mate (EMI)
Little Misty Music (PPL)
Little Truck Records (Little Truck Records)
Live & Learn Records (PPL)
Live (pr) (PPL)
Live And Love (PPL)
Live Classics (PPL)
Live Oak (PPL)
Livid Meerkat (PPL)
Living Beat (PPL)
Living Music (Hot)
Living With Amy (Big Strum)
Lizard (PPL)
Lizard Records (PPL)
LME (Universal)
Loaded Records (PPL)
Lochshore (PPL)
Locked On (PPL)
Loe Records (PPL)
Loft (PPL)
Log Music (Hot)
Logic (Sony BMG)
Logo (Sony BMG)
Lollipop (PPL)
Lomoco Records (PPL)
London Independent Records (PPL)
London Jazz (PPL)
London Metro Jazz (PPL)
London Popular Arts (PPL)
London Records (East/West) (Warner)
London Paris UK (PPL)
Lone Star Records (PPL)
Lonely Guy (Festival)
Lonely Street Discs (PPL)
Long Lost Brother (UK) (Hot)
Lontano Records Ltd (PPL)
Loopy Records (PPL)
Look At You Records (PPL)
Lookout Records (Shock)
Loose Recordings (PPL)
Loose Tie (PPL)
Lord Ellis Productions (PPL)
Lorin Nicholson (Nicholson, Lorin)
Lorna (PPL)
Lost Language (PPL)
Lotos (PPL)
LOUD (Sony BMG)
Loud (Sony BMG)
Loudhouse Records (US) (Hot)
Louisiana Concerts (PPL)
Love Of Life (PPL)
Love This Records (PPL)
Lovebird (PPL)
Lovesound (PPL)
LRO (PPL)
LSO (Universal)
LSO Live (PPL)
Luaka Bop (MRA)
Lucky (Music World)
Lucky Country (Music World)
Lucky Dog (Sony BMG)
Lucky Seven (PPL)
Luka Bloom (Shock)
Lumina Music (PPL)
Lunadisc (PPL)
Lunar Records (PPL)
Luxor (Liberation)
Luxury (Luxury)
Lyrichord (PPL)
Lyrinx (PPL)
Lyruta Recorded Edition (PPL)
M (PPL)
M & J Records (PPL)
M R R (PPL)
M W M (PPL)
M.D.M. (EMI)
M.W.M. Records (PPL)
Mac II (PPL)
Macaskill Music (PPL)
Maccabees (PPL)
Mach Pelican (Shock)
Macmeanmna (PPL)
Macym (PPL)
Mad (PPL)
Mad Pig Records (PPL)
Mad Promotions (PPL)
Madame Leo Association (Shock)
Madhouse Records (PPL)
Madryn (PPL)
Maelstrom Records (PPL)
Maestro Masters (Music World)
Maestro Records (PPL)
Mafia & Fluxy (PPL)
Magdalen (PPL)
Magic (PPL)
Magic Music (Vanderby, Raymond Henry)
Magic Records (PPL)
Magick Eye Records (PPL)
Magnatone (PPL)
Magnetic North (PPL)
Magnum Force (PPL)
Magnum Opus (PPL)
Magpie (PPL)
MAI Music Ltd (Shock)
Main Line (PPL)
Mainstem (PPL)
Majestic Praise (PPL)
Majestic Reggae (PPL)
Make Some Noise (PPL)
Malaco (Black Market Music)
Malandro Records (Dex Audio)
Mambo Music (PPL)
Mammoth Records (Universal)
Man Form Uncle Records (PPL)
Mana Music (Universal)
Mandingo (PPL)
Mandingo Hot Steppers (PPL)
Manga Beat Records (PPL)
Mango (Universal)
Mango Street (Universal)
Manhatton (EMI)
Manic (PPL)
Manifesto (Shock)
Manna Music (PPL)
Manran Music Productions (PPL)
Mantra (Remote Control)
Map (PPL)
Maranatha Music (PPL)
March Hare Music (PPL)
Marco Polo (Select)
Mardi Gras Records (PPL)
Marimba Records (PPL)
Marine Parade Ltd (PPL)
Mark & Miley (PPL)
Mark Andrew Pengilly (Pengilly, Mark Andrew)
Mark Jackson (Jackson, Mark)
Market Square (PPL)
Marli Music (Marli Music)
Marquis (Sony BMG)
Marquis Classics (PPL)
Martial Heart Records (PPL)
Martian Music (Kelvin Roy)
Martian Music (Charlie Chan)
Marvel (Music World)
Marvells Recordings (PPL)
Masquerade Music (Shock)
Massive Productions (PPL)
Master Sound (PPL)
Masters Of Art (PPL)
Mastersong (MRA)
Mastersong Music UK (PPL)
Mastersound (MRA)
Mastersound Profile (PPL)
Matador (Remote Control)
Matchbox (PPL)
Matchless Recordings (PPL)
Mateo & Matos (PPL)
Matt Angell (Angell, Matt)
Matthew Kirk Handley (Handley, Matthew Kirk)
Maurice Hardy (V G Promotions)
Maverik (PPL)
Max Lorenzin Pty Ltd (Lorenzin, Max)
Max's Kansas City (PPL)
Maximum Records (PPL)
Maximum Sound (PPL)
Mayfair Records (PPL)
MC Records (Hot)
MCA (Universal)
MCA Nashville (Universal)
MD (PPL)
MDC Promotions Ltd (PPL)
Me And My (PPL)
Meadowland Records (PPL)
Meadowlark (PPL)
Measured Records (PPL)
Meaty Music (PPL)
Mechanism (PPL)
Medfly (PPL)
Media Records (Colossal)
Medical Mission Sisters (Move)
Medium Productions Ltd (PPL)
Medley Records (Universal)
Mega Records (Universal)
Megabop Records (PPL)
Megadisc N.V. (PPL)
Megaforce Records (Shock)
Megastar (PPL)
Melankovic (EMI)
Melcot Music (PPL)
Mellow Yellow (PPL)
Melodian Records Pty Ltd (Festival)
Melodisc Music Limited (PPL)
Melody Records (PPL)
Meltdown Records (PPL)
Memoir (Hot)
Memory Lane (Universal)
Memphis Industries (PPL)
Men (PPL)
Menace (PPL)
Merc (PPL)
Mercury (Universal)
Mercury Black Vinyl (Universal)
Mercury Living Prescence (Universal)
Mercury Nashville (Universal)
Mercury UK (Universal)
Mercury USA (Universal)
Merengada (PPL)
Merenia Gillies (Gillies, Merenia)
Merge Records (Shock)
Meridian (PPL)
Mesmobeat Ltd (PPL)
Messiah Complex (Phantom)
Meta 4 (PPL)
Metal Blade Records (Shock)
Metalcore Records (PPL)
Metamorphosis (PPL)
Metamorphosis Multi Media (PPL)
Meteor (PPL)
Metier (PPL)
Metro Blue (EMI)
Metroplex Records (PPL)
Mezzo (PPL)
MFF Records (PPL)
MGL (PPL)
MGM (EMI)
MGM (Soundtracks) (EMI)
MGR Records (PPL)
Michael Den Elzen (Den Elzen, Michael)
Michael Gant Entertainment (Michael Gant Entertainment)
Michelle (EMI)
Mick Hamilton (Hamilton, Mick)
Micron (PPL)
Middle Earth (PPL)
Middle East (PPL)
Middleground (PPL)
Midlands Records (PPL)
Midnight (Midnight)
Midnight Music (PPL)
Midnight Rock Records (PPL)
Mighty Horn (PPL)
Mikey Boops Records (PPL)
Mil (PL)
Milan (Sony BMG)
Miles Music (PPL)
Mill Records (PPL)
Millenium Classics (Universal)
Mind Switch Records (PPL)
Minder Records (PPL)
Minerva (PPL)
Minerva Records (PPL)
Minimal Records (PPL)
Ministry Of Power (PPL)
Minnie The Moocher (PPL)
Mint (EMI)
Mint Films (PPL)
Mint Julep (PPL)
Mint Records (PPL)
Mint Sauce (PPL)
Mint Tea (PPL)
Minta Records (PPL)
Miracle (PPL)
Miracles (PPL)
Misanthropy Records (PPL)
Misc (PPL)
Missing Link (The Glass Corporation)
Missing Link (Birthday Party Only ) (EMI)
Misterioso (PPL)
Mix Factory Records (PPL)
MK (Mezhdunarodnaya Kniga) (PPL)
MK2 (France) (Fuse)
MMM Production Company (PPL)
Mo Wax (Remote Control)
Mo’ Wax (Universal)
Mob Records (PPL)
Mobius Records (PPL)
Models Music (Shock)
Modern (PPL)
Modern Art (PPL)
Modern Blues (PPL)
Modern Records (PPL)
Modern Soul (Modern Soul)
Modern Urban Jazz (PPL)
Modular (Universal)
MoJazz (Universal)
Mojo (Sony BMG)
Mojo Records (Universal)
Molecular (PPL)
Molesworth Records (PPL)
Monarch (PPL)
Mondo Melodia (Hot)
Money (PPL)
Money Talks (PPL)
Monique Boggia Musicworks (Band Camp)
Monkeybar Music (Willow)
Montgomery, Maree (Maree Montgomery)
Montgomery, Maree (Maree Montgomery)
Monument (Sony BMG)
Moo Records (Charlie Chan)
Moogungwha Records (PPL)
Moonshine Music (Colossal)
Moose Records (PPL)
More Protein (PPL)
More Riddim (PPL)
More Rockers (PPL)
Morgan Creek (Universal)
Moshed (PPL)
Most Records (PPL)
Most Wanted (PPL)
Mostly Music (Sony BMG)
Mother (Universal)
Mother Earth Music (PPL)
Mother Natural Pty Ltd (Mighty Records)
Mother Stoat (PPL)
Mother Tongues (Creative Vibes)
Mothers Little Helper (PPL)
Mother Ruin (PPL)
Motion (PPL)
Motion Music (PPL)
Motion Records (UK) (Hot)
Motion Oz (Juliet Johnson)
Moto Music (PPL)
Motor (Universal)
Motown (Universal)
Mountain Made Music (Mountain Made Music)
Mountain Records (PPL)
Mountain Retreat (Hot)
Mountain Thyme (Mountain Thyme)
Mouse Records (PPL)
Movation (PPL)
Movement London Ltd (PPL)
Moviebox UK Ltd (PPL)
Movies Select Audio (PPL)
Moving Shadow Records (PPL)
MPL (EMI)
MPS (Universal)
Mr Doo (PPL)
Mr Lady Records (Shock)
Mr McFall's Chamber (PPL)
Mr R & B (PPL)
MRA Entertainment (MRA)
Mrs Ackroyd Records (PPL)
MSB (Universal)
MST (PPL)
MTM Privacy (PPL)
Mud Hut Records Ltd (PPL)
Multi Records (PPL)
Multicultural Media (PPL)
Multiplay Music Ltd (Multiplay)
Multiplay Music Ltd (PPL)
Mumbo Jumbo Records (PPL)
Mundymusic Group (Mundy, Chris)
Munich (PPL)
Murder Inc. (Universal)
murmur (Sony BMG)
Murphys Music Centre (Murphys Music)
Mushroom Records Pty Ltd (Festival)
Mushroom Records International BV (Festival)
Mushroom Distribution Services Pty Ltd (Festival)
Mushroom UK (Festival)
Music Box (Music World)
Music Club (MRA)
Music Collection International (Festival)
Music De-Luxe
Music For Advertising (Music For Advertising)
Music For Nations (Sony BMG)
Music For Pleasure (EMI)
Music Forever/Surscope (PPL)
Music From Beverly (PPL)
Music From Durham (PPL)
Music From Portsmouth (PPL)
Music From Ripon (PPL)
Music From York (PPL)
Music Masters (PPL)
Music Media (PPL)
Music Minds (PPL)
Music Now (PPL)
Music Of Life (PPL)
Music On The Move (PPL)
Music Works (PPL)
Music World (Music World)
Music World Hour (Music World)
Music World International (Music World)
Musica Tradicional (PPL)
Musica Viva (PPL)
Musical Ambassador (PPL)
Musical Collectibles (PPL)
Musical Movements (PPL)
Musicaphon (PPL)
Musicnow Records (PPL)
Musicast (EMI)
Musigal Music (Musigal)
Musiks Monuments (Universal)
Muisque D'Or (PPL)
Must Close Saturday (Hot)
Mustard Seed (PPL)
Mute Records Limited (EMI)
Mwldan (PPL)
My Label (My Label)
My Records (Honeyface)
Myko Italy (PPL)
Myra (PPL)
Myrrh (PPL)
Mystery Music (Goris, Greg)
Mystic Records (PPL)
N.M.C. (PPL)
N.M.S. Records (PPL)
N-Coded (Hot)
N19 (PPL)
Nachural (PPL)
Naim (PPL)
Naïve (Shock)
Naïve (Select)
Nancy Vandal (Shock)
Nanna's Cane (Nanna's Cane)
Narada (MRA)
Narcotix (PPL)
Nashboro (PPL)
Nascente (MRA)
Nashgrill (Treacle Line)
Nashville (PPL)
Natasha Imports (PPL)
Nation Records (Shock)
National Westminster Bank (PPL)
Nationwide (PPL)
Nattasha Crestani (Crestani, Nattasha)
Natural Flavas (PPL)
Natural High Recordings (PPL)
Natural Rhythm Music (PPL)
Navras (PPL)
Navybeck (New Chris Rea) (UK) (Hot)
Naxos (Select)
Near (Music Picture Disc) (PPL)
Necrosis Records (PPL)
Nectar Music (PPL)
Nefertiti (PPL)
Neon Hearts (PPL)
Neon Records (PPL)
Neoteric (PPL)
Neptune (Lismor) (PPL)
Nero Schwarz (PPL)
Nerus Records (PPL)
Nervous (PPL)
Netherlands (PPL)
Nettwerk America (Shock)
Network (Select)
Neumaier Music (Shock)
Neuropa International (PPL)
Neutron (Universal)
Nevis (PPL)
New As Disc (PPL)
New Canaan (PPL)
New Classical (PPL)
New Generation Records (PPL)
New Haven Records (PPL)
New Identity Records (PPL)
New Leaf (PPL)
New Music (PPL)
New Orleans Records (PPL)
New Quay Music (Sony BMG)
New Sensation (PPL)
New Sound Records (PPL)
New Star Records (PPL)
New State Recordings (PPL)
New Vision (PPL)
New World-Enterprise (PPL)
New Zealand Collection (Music World)
New York 42 (PPL)
Newmarket Music (Dex Audio)
Newpax (PPL)
Newport Classic (PPL)
News (Belgium) (Central Station)
Newton-John, Olivia (Festival)
Next Century (PPL)
Nia (PPL)
Nickleodeon (East/West) (Warner)
Nieko (Downey, Nicholas)
Night Owl Music (Dex Audio)
Night Records (EMI)
Nightingale (PPL)
Nightlight Records (Universal)
Niksta Music (Niksta)
Nil Satis Records (PPL)
Nine 2 Five Recordings (PPL)
Ninja Tune (Creative Vibes)
Nitelife (PPL)
Nitro Records (Shock)
NKM Recordings (PPL)
NMC (UK) (Fuse)
No Bones Records (PPL)
No Future (PPL)
No Logo Records (PPL)
Nomad (Hot)
Nonesuch (Classical) (Warner)
Noo Trybe (EMI)
Noom UK (PPL)
North South East West Records (PPL)
North South Records (PPL)
Northeast Records (PPL)
Northwestside (Universal)
Nostalgia Music Company (PPL)
Note-Is Records (PPL)
Nothing Records (Universal)
Noveau Music (PPL)
November Music (PPL)
Novus (Sony BMG)
Now Were Here (aJaymusic)
NRG (PPL)
NRK Sound Division (PPL)
NS Com (PPL)
N'Soul (PPL)
Ntone (PPL)
Nu Camp (PPL)
Nu Direction Records (PPL)
Nu Poodle Breaks (PPL)
Nu-Beat (PPL)
Nu-Groove (PPL)
Nu-Tone (PPL)
Nuevos Medios (Hot)
Nuff Music Limited (PPL)
Nukleuz (PPL)
Nulla (EMI)
Numa (Sony BMG)
Numero Uno (Sony BMG)
Nuova Era (PPL)
NV Records (PPL)
NVS Records (PPL)
NYC (Universal)
NZ Digipaks (Music World)
O.B. (PPL)
Oak Recorded Music Library (PPL)
Oats Records (PPL)
Oblivion (PPL)
Oblong Records (PPL)
Oboe Classics (Select)
Obsession (PPL)
OCC (PPL)
Occasion Recordings (PPL)
Ocean (PPL)
Ocean Beach Records (Rubys Grace)
Ocean Road Music (Ocean Road Music)
Oceandeep (EMI)
Ochre Records (PPL)
Odd Ball Records (PPL)
Odd Bodhran (PPL)
Odd Records (PPL)
Ode (Carole King Product Only) (Sony BMG)
Ode (Rocky Horror Picture Show/Rocky Horror Participation Shock Treatment/ Tommy CD Only) (Festival)
Odeon (EMI)
Odessa Mama Records (DLF Productions)
Odyssey (Sony BMG)
Off Beat (PPL)
Off Key Records (PPL)
Off The Track (Festival)
Offbeat Scotland (PPL)
Offshoot (PPL)
Offside Music (EMI)
Offspring Records (PPL)
OFN Records (PPL)
Ofset Productions (PPL)
Oglio (Hot)
Ogun (PPL)
Oisin Studios (PPL)
OK (PPL)
Okeh (Sony BMG)
Okra Productions Ltd (PPL)
Okra-Tone (PPL)
Ola Records (PPL)
Old Bean (PPL)
Old Hat Music (PPL)
Old Timey (PPL)
Old Town (Starlite)
Oldie Blues (PPL)
Oldies (PPL)
Oliver "D" Records (PPL)
Olufsen (PPL)
Olympia (PPL)
Omega Records (PPL)
Omnium (PPL)
Omtown (MRA)
On A Private Label (PPL)
On Top Recordings (PPL)
On-Track Records (PPL)
Onari Records (PPL)
One Little Indian Records (PPL)
One Louder Records (PPL)
One Mind (PPL)
One Movement Records (PPL)
One Step Music (PPL)
Onemone (Universal)
Ong Yunyu (Yunyu, Ong)
ONJ Productions (Festival)
Onyx (PPL)
Ooberman (PPL)
Oom-Cha Productions (PPL)
Opal (PPL)
Open All Hours (PPL)
Opera Rara (Select)
Opium Arts (UK) (Hot)
Opus (PPL)
Opus Arte (Select)
Oracabessa (PPL)
Orange (PPL)
Orange Mountain (Hot)
Oracle Records (Oracle)
Orbison (PPL)
Orbit (PPL)
Orby (PPL)
Orchid Records (PPL)
Organ (PPL)
Origin Recordings (Origin)
Original Records (PPL)
Original Blues Classics (Festival)
Original Jazz Classics (Festival)
Original Music (PPL)
Original Norman Petty Mast (PPL)
Original Oldies (Starlite)
Original Sounds Records (PPL)
Orleams (PPL)
Orpheus (Move)
OS Digital (PPL)
OSA (Hot)
Osmosys Records (PPL)
Osmosysis (Planet Distribution)
Ospina (PPL)
Ossia Classics (PPL)
Otitori Bay Records (Adam Fiorello)
OUP (PPL)
Out Of The Ark Music (PPL)
Out On A Limb (PPL)
Outdigo Records (PPL)
Outernational (PPL)
Outlet (Sony BMG)
Outpost (Universal)
Over The Top Records (PPL)
Overdose (Germany) (Central Station)
Overground Records (PPL)
Owen Lockett Enterprises (Owen Lockett)
Oxrecs Digital (PPL)
Oxygen (PPL)
Oyster (PPL)
Oz (EMI)
Ozone (PPL)
P. Flight Records (PPL)
P.E.K. Sound (PPL)
P.M.E. (PPL)
P.Y.O. (PPL)
P3 (PPL)
Pablo (Festival)
Pacific Jazz (EMI)
Pacific Records (PPL)
Pacific Sound Records (PPL)
Pagan (Rigid)
Page 1 (Sony BMG)
Pagoda Recordings (PPL)
Pair (PPL)
Pakaderm (PPL)
Palais Records (PPL)
Palin (PPL)
Pallas Records (Universal)
Palmetto Records (Universal)
Palomino Music (Palomino)
Pam Clarke (Clarke, Denise Pamela)
Pama (PPL)
Pampers (PPL)
Pamplin Music (PPL)
Pamtondo Records (PPL)
Pan (Planet Distribution)
Pan East Records (PPL)
Panache (PPL)
Pandamonium (Pandamonium)
Pandemonium (PPL)
Pandora Music (PPL)
Pankay Records Ltd (PPL)
Pantheion Records (PPL)
Pantomimes (PPL)
Panton (PPL)
Panton Panorama (PPL)
Paper Recordings (PPL)
Papercuts (PPL)
Paperhouse Records (PPL)
Paraphernalia Recordings (PPL)
Paras Recording Company (MRA)
Paratraxx (PPL)
Paris Records (Universal)
Park Records (MRA)
Parliament Music (PPL)
Parlophone (EMI)
Parnassis Editions (PPL)
Parole (Festival)
Parrot (PPL)
Partisan Recordings (PPL)
Partners In Crime (PPL)
Party Animal (Music World)
Pasadena Records (PPL)
Passion (PPL)
Passion Music (Hot)
Past (PPL)
Past Perfect (PPL)
Past Times (PPL)
Pastafont (PPL)
Patate (Hot)
Pathe (EMI)
Pathe Marconi (EMI)
Paul Fyfe (Fyfe, Paul)
Paul Van Dyk GMBH (Shock)
Paula (PPL)
Paulos Records (PPL)
Pause_Z (PPL)
Pavan Productions (PPL)
Pavane (PPL)
Pax Entertainment (Deep Pearl)
PDC Music (Universal)
Peak Records (Esoteric Recordings Only) (Peak)
Pearl (PPL)
Pearse Music (PPL)
Peculiar Flower Records (PPL)
Pegasus (Hot)
Peking Duck (Creative Vibes)
Penny Black (PPL)
Pennywise (Pennywise)
Penthouse Records (PPL)
Peppercorn (PPL)
Perennial Music Co Ltd (PPL)
Perfect Words And Music (PPL)
Perfectly Frank Ltd (PPL)
Perfecto Records (Festival)
Performax (MRA)
Persevere Records (Shock)
Perspective (CBC) (PPL)
Perspective (Universal)
Pete Allen Records (PPL)
Peter Hartin Enterprises (Universal)
Peter Ronald Pratt (Pratt, Peter Ronald)
Petrol Records (Pistol)
Phantom Audio (PPL)
Phantom Records (Phantom)
Phase One Records (PPL)
Phat And Round (PPL)
Phat Trax Records (PPL)
Phaze One Records (PPL)
Phfft! (Universal)
Phil Collins (Warner)
Phil Spector (EMI)
Philadelphia International (Restricted) (Sony BMG)
Philips (Universal)
Philips Classics (Universal)
Philips International Series (Universal)
Philo (Planet Distribution)
Phoenix Records (PPL)
Phono (PPL)
Phuturistic Bluez (PPL)
Piano (PPL)
Piano Library Records (PPL)
Pickout (PPL)
Pictish Pop Records (PPL)
Picture Music International (EMI)
Pierre Vernay (PPL)
Pig & Trumpet (PPL)
Pigboy Records (PPL)
Pila (PPL)
Pilgrim's Star (PPL)
Pilot (PPL)
Pinevision (dba Circus Records) (Shock)
Pinnacle (Sony BMG)
Pinnacle Entertainment (Sony BMG)
Pindaroo Music (LBS)
Pineapple (PPL)
Pinewood (Pinewood Records)
Pink Gun Records Limited (PPL)
Pioneer (PPL)
Pip (PPL)
Pipe (PPL)
Piranha (Planet Distribution)
Pirinas (PPL)
Pisces (PPL)
Pistol Records (Pistol)
Pixie (PPL)
PJ Rocks (PPL)
PKO (PPL)
Plague (PPL)
Plainsong Music (Emu Music)
Planet (Sony BMG)
Planet Bollywood (PPL)
Planet Breakz (PPL)
Planet Dog (PPL)
Plank Records (PPL)
Plant Life (PPL)
Plant Life Jazz (PPL)
Platinum Collection (Music World)
Plastic Canvas (PPL)
Plastic City Suburbia (PPL)
Plastic City UK (PPL)
Plastic Donut (Easton, Mark Gregory)
Plastic Fantastic Records (PPL)
Plastic Raygun (PPL)
Plastic Surgery Records (PPL)
Plastica Records (PPL)
Plastica Red (PPL)
Platipus Records (PPL)
Play Label (PPL)
Play Recordings (PPL)
Playa Records (PPL)
Playsound/Sunset (Planet Distribution)
Playup Music (Launch Rceords)
Plaza Records (PPL)
Plenty Records (PPL)
Pliable (PPL)
Plum Projects (PPL)
Plum Records (PPL)
PMF/Jazz Archives (PPL)
Po Funky Blah (PPL)
Pod Music (PPL)
Poetry In Motion Recordings (PPL)
Pogo Records (PPL)
Point Music (Universal)
Point Records (PPL)
Points East (PPL)
Pokémon Records (PPL)
Pokemon (Shock)
Pollytone Records (PPL)
Polskie Nagrania (PPL)
Polydor (Universal)
Polydor/Wonderland (Universal)
Polyester Records (PPL)
PolyGram (Universal)
PolyGram Australia (Universal)
PolyGram Records Operations Ltd (UK) (Universal)
PolyGram TV (Universal)
PolyGram Video (Universal)
Polyphonic (PPL)
Polystar (Universal)
Poodle (PPL)
Poontang Records (PPL)
Pop Music (PPL)
Poppy Records (PPL)
Popular Demand (PPL)
Pork Recordings (PPL)
Portrait (Sony BMG)
Position Records (PPL)
Positiva (EMI)
Posse (PPL)
Possum (Possum)
Postofficerecords (PPL)
Potomac (PPL)
Power Of Voice Communication (PPL)
Power Station (Universal)
Powertools (PPL)
Powderworks (Powderworks)
Powerhouse Records (Jupiter 2 Records)
Praise (PPL)
Prawn & Spanner (Prawn & Spanner)
Preamble (Fifth Continent)
Precious (Universal)
Predominant Records (PPL)
Premier (EMI)
Premonition UK (PPL)
Premonition Records (Dex Audio)
Pres (PPL)
Preset Records (PPL)
President (PPL)
Pressure Sounds (Hot)
Pressure Trax (PPL)
Prestige (Festival)
Pretty Good Records (PPL)
Prima (PPL)
Prima Records (PPL)
Prima Voce (Planet Distribution)
PrimeTime (PPL)
Primrose Music (PPL)
Princess Superstar (Shock)
Priority (Universal)
Priority/Rappalot (EMI)
Priory Records (PPL)
Prism Leisure (MRA)
PRM (PPL)
Private Music (Sony BMG)
Pro Sound (Shock)
Pro-Activ Records (PPL)
Pro-Logic (PPL)
Proem (Proem3)
Professor Feelgood (PPL)
Professor Playtime (PPL)
Profumo (PPL)
Progressive (PPL)
Project Cosmonaut (PPL)
Prolekult Records (PPL)
Prometheus (Hot)
Proof Records (PPL)
Prophet (PPL)
Proprius (Select)
Props Records (PPL)
Provident (PPL)
Provocateur Records (PPL)
Psychotic (PPL)
Psychopathic Records (Shock)
Psychout Records/Moondog Entertainment (Shock)
Public Demand Records (PPL)
Pull The Strings (PPL)
Pulsar (PPL)
Punch (PPL)
Punk Rock Baby (PPL)
Pure Adrenalin (PPL)
Pure Bliss (PPL)
Pure Dance (PPL)
Pure Groove (PPL)
Pure Plastic (PPL)
Pure Vibes Recordings (PPL)
Purge (Rigid)
Purple (EMI)
Pussyfoot Records Ltd (PPL)
Putumayo (MRA)
PVK Records (PPL)
PWL (East/West) (Warner)
PWM Ltd (PPL)
Q Zone Ltd (PPL)
Quadro Pack (PPL)
Quartz Records (PPL)
Qudisc (PPL)
Que-P Records (PPL)
Quick Fix (Saliba, Saba)
Quilisma (PPL)
Quinland Road (MRA)
Quixotic Records (Shock)
Quo Enterprises (Universal)
Quosh Records (PPL)
Qwest (Warner)
R and O (PPL)
R. A. Kitchen (PPL)
R.A.L. (Universal)
R.H.R. (PPL)
R.I.M. (PPL)
R.T.F.M. (PPL)
R.T.L.M. (PPL)
R-Bennig (PPL)
R2 (PPL)
Ra (Sony BMG)
Rabbit Hole Records (Space Like Alice)
Rabid Badger (PPL)
Raceway (PPL)
Rachel Hore (Hore, Rachel)
Rachel Koster (Koster, Rachel)
Radiant Future (PPL)
Radical Choice (Sony BMG)
Radical Cuts (PPL)
Radio 2XS (PPL)
Radioactive (Universal)
Radiounivers (Universal)
Radiowave (PPL)
Rads Records (PPL)
Raft Records (PPL)
Rag Baby (PPL)
Ragamuffin Records (PPL)
Rage 8 (Rage 8)
Rage Records (PPL)
Raifort Records (PPL)
Rainbow Collection (Festival)
Rainbow Records (PPL)
Rainpal Records (PPL)
Raise The Roof (PPL)
Raising Grass (PPL)
Rak (EMI)
Ram Records (PPL)
Rambler (PPL)
Rambunctious (Blank Vault)
Ranch (PPL)
Range (PPL)
Rapid (PPL)
Rapido (PPL)
Rapport Music (PPL)
Ras (PPL)
Rasp (PPL)
Raucous Records (PPL)
Raven (EMI)
Raven UK (PPL)
Ravensquire (Hot)
Ravers Choice (PPL)
Raw (PPL)
Ray Records (PPL)
Rayma Sutton (Sutton, Rayma)
Rayman Recordings (PPL)
Razor Cuts (PPL)
Razor Sound Records (PPL)
Razzle Music (Hot)
RBC Entertainment (Sony BMG)
RCA (Sony BMG)
RCA Australia (Sony BMG)
RCA Black & White (Sony BMG)
RCA Black Label (Sony BMG)
RCA Camden (Sony BMG)
RCA Custom (Sony BMG)
RCA France (Sony BMG)
RCA Germany (Sony BMG)
RCA Gold Seal (Sony BMG)
RCA International (Sony BMG)
RCA Italiano (Sony BMG)
RCA Italy (Sony BMG)
RCA Nashville (Sony BMG)
RCA Pure Gold (Sony BMG)
RCA Red Seal (Sony BMG)
RCA Victor (Sony BMG)
RCA Victrola (Sony BMG)
RCA Vintage (Sony BMG)
RCB (Betteridge, Ian)
RCB Recordings Australia (RCB)
Re Records (PPL)
Re Works (PPL)
Re-Elect The President (PPL)
Re4mation Records (PPL)
React (PPL)
Real Rhythm (Hot)
Reality (PPL)
Really Free Music (PPL)
Rebel (PPL)
Rebel Recordings Ltd (PPL)
Rebound (PPL)
Recall Group (Shock)
Recharge (PPL)
Reckless Records (Reckless)
Recommended Records (PPL)
Record Guys (PPL)
Recordiau Ar Log (PPL)
Recordiau Awen Records (PPL)
Recordiau Gwefr (PPL)
Recordings Of Substance (PPL)
Recycle Or Die (PPL)
Recycled (PPL)
Red Ant (Festival)
Red Bullet (Universal)
Red Bus (Sony BMG)
Red Cap Records (Rubber)
Red Chord Records (PPL)
Red Dirt (Red Dirt)
Red Eye Records (Universal)
Red Hot (PPL)
Red House Records (Shock)
Red Lightnin (PPL)
Red Pajamas (PPL)
Red Pepper (PPL)
Red Records (PPL)
Red Rebel Music (Red Rebel Music)
Red Rhino (PPL)
Red Rose Recordings (PPL)
Red Ruby (PPL)
Red Seal (Sony BMG)
Red Sky Records (PPL)
Red Stripe (PPL)
Redback (Festival)
Redemption (PPL)
Redeye Dstribution (Shock)
Redhead Records (PPL)
Reddiffusion (PPL)
Redline Music (PPL)
Redrock Records (PPL)
Redwood (PPL)
Reed Audio (Universal)
Reel II Reel (PPL)
Reel Audio Productions (Reel Audio Productions)
Reflection (Move)
Refuge (Universal)
Regal (EMI)
Regal Zonophone (EMI)
Regency (PPL)
Reggae Best (PPL)
Regular (Festival)
Rejoice (PPL)
Rel (PPL)
Relaxation Soundscape (Music World)
Remote (Festival)
Renegade Hardware (PPL)
Renegade Recordings (PPL)
Renewal Music (PPL)
Repap (PPL)
Repertoire (PPL)
Rephlex (PPL)
Replay (PPL)
Republic Records (Universal)
Rer Megacorp (PPL)
Respec’ Records (PPL)
Restless Records (Shock)
Resurgence (PPL)
Retrieval Recordings (PPL)
Retro (PPL)
Retroafric (PPL)
Retrograde (Hot)
Reunion (Sony BMG)
Reunion Records (Sony BMG)
Revco Records (PPL)
Revenge (PPL)
Revolver (PPL)
Revolver FM (PPL)
Revolver IMD (PPL)
Revolver Jazz (PPL)
Revolver Music (PPL)
Revue (PPL)
Rewired (PPL)
Rex (Remote Control)
Rex Dallas (Dallas, Rex)
Rex Morgan Records (Jamestar Pty Ltd)
Rezonance Research Lab 2000 (PPL)
RFM (PPL)
Rhapsody (PPL)
Rhiannon Records (PPL)
Rhino (Warner)
Rhubarb Music (Toupee)
Rhyme N’ Reason Records (PPL)
Rhythm Ace (Rhythm Ace)
Rhythm Safari (Universal)
Rhythm Section Records (PPL)
Rhythm Shop Records (PPL)
Rhythmbeat (PPL)
Rice Pudding (PPL)
Rich River Records (Col Millington Productions)
Richdee Records (PPL)
Richmond Records (PPL)
Ricordi (PPL)
Ride (PPL)
Ridge Records (PPL)
Riding High Records (PPL)
Riff Raff Records (PPL)
Rig Records (PPL)
Right (PPL)
Right Track Records (PPL)
Righteous Babe Records (Shock)
Rigid (Rigid)
Rigid Digits (PPL)
Ringsend Road Records (PPL)
Rio Records (PPL)
Riot City (PPL)
Riot Squad (PPL)
Rip Off (PPL)
Ripe Recordings (PPL)
Risin (PPL)
Rising Tide (Universal)
Ritz (UK) (BBC) (ABC)
Riverboat (MRA)
Riverhorse Records Ltd (PPL)
Riverman Records (Shock)
Riverrun Records (PPL)
Riverside (PPL)
Riviera Rhythm (PPL)
Rivo Alto (PPL)
RLPO Live (PPL)
RMM Label (Universal)
Roadrunner (Roadrunner)
Roadshow Music (Roadshow)
Roaming Lion Music (PPL)
Rob Longstaff (Longstaff, Rob)
Robert C Kelly Presents (PPL)
Robert James (James, Robert)
Robert Snarski (Snarski, Robert)
Robin Hood Records (PPL)
Robin Records (PPL)
Robin Scott (PPL)
Robodisco (PPL)
Roc-A-Fella (Universal)
Rochones (PPL)
Rock Division (PPL)
Rockabilly (Pinewood Records)
Rocket Records (Universal)
Rocketown (PPL)
Rockingdale Records (Shock)
Rockland (Universal)
Rocko (PPL)
Rockstar (Rigid)
Rockwell (PPL)
Roco Entertainment Corporation (Sony BMG)
Roger Boyce Worldwide Music (PPL)
Rogue (PPL)
Roir (Hot)
Rollercoaster (PPL)
Romance (PPL)
Romany Records (PPL)
Rome 2 Seville (PPL)
Rondo Grammofon (PPL)
Ronin Records (PPL)
Ronn (PPL)
Ronnie Rae Rivers (Rivers, Ronnie Rae)
Ronnie Scotts Jazz House (PPL)
rooArt (Sony BMG)
Roof Music (Ger) (Hot)
Rooster (PPL)
Root Jazz (PPL)
Roots Records (PPL)
Roots Tradition Records (PPL)
Rosanna (PPL)
Rose Collection (Universal)
Rose Records (PPL)
Rosewell Records (EMI)
ROSL (PPL)
Ross Records (PPL)
Ross Wilson Music Pty Ltd (Shock)
Rot Records (PPL)
Rotate Records (PPL)
Rotation Records (Aust.) Pty Ltd (Horsburgh)
Rotodisc (PPL)
Rotters Golf Club (PPL)
Rough Diamond (PPL)
Rough Guide (MRA)
Roughneck Recording Company (PPL)
Roulette (EMI)
Round Tower (PPL)
Rounder Records (Planet Distribution)
Rouseabout Records (Undercover)
Rouska Records (PPL)
Route 66 (PPL)
Rox Music (Sony BMG)
Royal Music (PPL)
RPM (PPL)
RPM Records (PPL)
RPM Thunderbird (PPL)
RPO (Universal)
RS (PPL)
RSO (Universal)
RSP 2003 (Rob Severini Productions)
RSR Records (PPL)
RSR Tech (PPL)
RST (PPL)
RTV Records UK (PPL)
Rubber Records (Rubber)
Rubber Records (1200 Techniques Only) (Sony BMG)
Rubber UK (PPL)
Rubble (PPL)
Ruf Records (MRA)
Ruff Justice Records (PPL)
Ruff Ryders Records (Universal)
Ruff Trax (PPL)
Rufus Records (Rufus)
Rufflife UK (Shock)
Rulin (PPL)
Rumour (PPL)
Run Records (PPL)
Runnin (PPL)
Runt (Hot)
Ruse (Sony BMG)
Russell Buckley (Russell Buckley)
Rusty Barnacle (Williamson, Russell)
Ruthless Records (Dolphins of Baghdad - Floyd Vincent Only) (Rufus)
Ruthless (Sony BMG)
Ryan Toohey (Toohey, Ryan)
Rykodisc (PPL)
RZA Productions (Shock)
RZR (PPL)
S & M Records (PPL)
S P Music Ltd (PPL)
S.O.U.N.D. (Recordings) Ltd (PPL)
S3 (Sony BMG)
Saba Saliba (Saliba, Saba)
Sabrettes Records (PPL)
Sache Recordings (PPL)
Sackville Records (PPL)
Sacred Heart Recordings (PPL)
Saddle Club (Shock)
Safari (PPL)
Safe Music (PPL)
SAFMUSIC (Farquhar, Stephen)
Safety In Numbers (PPL)
Sahara Music (Sahara)
Sain (PPL)
Saja Music (Sony BMG)
Sakay (PPL)
Sam Records (PPL)
Sammy (PPL)
Sanctuary (Sony BMG)
Sandra Maiorana (Maiorana, Sandra)
Sar (PPL)
Sarah Hopkins (Hopkins, Sarah)
Saraswati (PPL)
Saratoga Entertainment (PPL)
Saregama (PPL)
Sargam Music (PPL)
Sargasso (PPL)
Satellite (PPL)
Satellite Reign (Satellite Reign)
Satis Records (PPL)
Satril (PPL)
Satril-Hot-Pick (PPL)
Saucer (PPL)
Savage (Sony BMG)
Savannah (PPL)
Savant (PPL)
Savoir Faire (PPL)
Savoy Jazzmen Records (PPL)
Savoy Records (PPL)
Savvas Paphiti (PPL)
Savy Records (Universal)
Saw Records (PPL)
Saxon Records (PPL)
Saxophonograph (PPL)
Saydisc (PPL)
Sbectol Dywyll (PPL)
SBK (EMI)
SCB (PPL)
Scarboro (Scarboro)
Scenescof (PPL)
Schema Records (PPL)
Schoolhouse (PPL)
Schtung Records (Universal)
Sci +If Ik (Sony BMG)
Scientifik (Sony BMG)
Scopitones (PPL)
Scorcher (PPL)
Scorpio (Hot)
Scorpio Scorpio (PPL)
Scot Finnie (Finnie, Scot Warner)
Scott Disc (Sony BMG)
Scott Martin Productions (Scott Martin Prod)
Scotti Bros (Universal)
Scream (EMI)
Screamfeeder/Time Bomb Recordings (Shock)
Screensound Australia (Select)
Screw Press (PPL)
Screw Productions (PPL)
Scripture Memory Songs (PPL)
SCSE (Universal)
Seal Records (PPL)
Seara Records (PPL)
Searchime (Sony BMG)
Seaview (PPL)
Second Sight Records (PPL)
Second Skin (PPL)
Secret Love (PPL)
Secret Street (Hot)
Section 5 (PPL)
Sector 001 Music (Dark Order)
Sector 2 (PPL)
Seduction Records (PPL)
Seduction Records (AUS) (Endorphin)
Seedy Records (PPL)
Selah (PPL)
Select (Sony BMG)
Selection (Selection)
Selena (PPL)
Semtexx (PPL)
Sensation (PPL)
Sense (Universal)
Sensory Projects (Sensory Projects)
Sepia (PPL)
September Records (PPL)
Seraphim (EMI)
Serendipity (PPL)
Serengeti (PPL)
Serge Sharrinovsky (Sharrinovsky, Serge)
Serious (PPL)
Serious Grooves (PPL)
Seriously Groovy (PPL)
Sermon Records (PPL)
Session Records (Session Records)
Service (PPL)
Setanta (PPL)
Seven Leaves (PPL)
Seville (PPL)
SF Records (PPL)
SFC (PPL)
SFI (PPL)
SFP Records (PPL)
SFR (PPL)
Shaft (PPL)
Shagpile (Shock)
Shaker Records (PPL)
Shakti (MRA)
Shanachie (Planet Distribution)
Shane Andrew Kavanagh (Kavanagh, Shane Andrew)
Shanghai Records (PPL)
Share (PPL)
Sharkarts Records (PPL)
Sharma Productions (PPL)
She Records (She)
Shebeen Basscode (Hot)
Sheer Music (Sheer Music)
Sheffield Tunes (dba Kontor Records) (Shock)
Shellwood Productions (PPL)
Shelly (PPL)
Shelly Power (PPL)
She'lly's Records (PPL)
Sheyana Y Wijesingha (Wijesingha, Sheyana)
Shielburn (PPL)
Shifty Disco (PPL)
Shining Path Recordings (PPL)
Shiny Records (Shock)
Shivana Music (Anthea Sidiropoulos)
Shocking Vibes (PPL)
Shockrock (PPL)
Shoebox Records (PPL)
Shoeshine (Hot)
Shoestring Productions (Shoestring)
Shoogle Records (Hot)
Shooting Star (PPL)
Shoreline (Move)
Showbiz Floozy (PPL)
ShowNet (ShowNet)
Shrimp:Platters (PPL)
Shuttle International Records (PPL)
Shuttle Records (PPL)
Side FX (PPL)
Side One Dummy (Shock)
Sidlaw Music (PPL)
Siesta (Hot)
Sigla (PPL)
Signum (PPL)
Silas (Universal)
Silent Recordings (Undercover)
Silicon Recordings (Netherlands) (ToCo)
Silk Worm Records (PPL)
Silly Money Records (PPL)
Silva Classics (PPL)
Silva International (PPL)
Silva Screen Records (PPL)
Silva Treasury (PPL)
Silver Dollar (PPL)
Silver Planet Recordings (PPL)
Silver Records (PPL)
Silver Screen (PPL)
Silver Shields (PPL)
Silver Streak Records (PPL)
Silveredge Records (PPL)
Silvertone Records (Sony BMG)
Sinbad (PPL)
Sincere Management (Billy Bragg/Eddie Reader) (Festival)
Sing-A-Long Praise (PPL)
Singing Dog (PPL)
Sion (PPL)
Sioux (PPL)
Sip-A-Cup (PPL)
Sir George Records (PPL)
Sire (Warner)
Siren (EMI)
Siren Music (PPL)
Sirio Records (PPL)
Sirius Music (PPL)
Sirius Records (PPL)
Sirocco Jazz (PPL)
Six 6 (PPL)
Six Degrees Records (MRA)
Six Shooter Records (Hot)
SJH (PPL)
Skaggs Family Records (GTR)
Skazz Records (PPL)
SKG (Universal)
Skinny Boy Records (PPL)
Skinny Fish Music (Skinny Fish)
Skinny Malinky (PPL)
Skint (Sony BMG)
Sky (PPL)
Sky High Recordings (PPL)
Sky Juice Records (PPL)
Skydog (PPL)
Skylark Media Records (PPL)
Skylark Records (PPL)
Skyline Records (PPL)
SL Records (PPL)
Slam (PPL)
Slam Records (PPL)
Slanted Recordings (Liberation)
Sledge Entertainment UK (PPL)
Sledge Records (PPL)
Sleeping Bag Records (Universal)
Slide Recordings (PPL)
Slip N Slide (PPL)
Slow Burn (PPL)
Slow Motion (PPL)
Slow Records (PPL)
Slow River (PPL)
Slypstreem Groovz (PPL)
SM 5000 (PPL)
Smack Music (PPL)
Small Folk (PPL)
Smallworld Music Recording (PPL)
Smash (Universal)
Smash Music (Smash Music)
Smiddymade Recordings (PPL)
Smith/Mearns (PPL)
Smithsonian (USA) (Fuse)
Smoke Records (PPL)
Smooth Circle Records (PPL)
Snake Records (Music For Advertising)
Snapper Music (Shock)
Snatch (PPL)
Snowstorm (UK) (Hot)
Snowy River Productions 1 & 2 (Festival)
So So Def Recordings (Sony BMG)
Sober (PPL)
Sobriety (PPL)
Soccer (PPL)
Soda (PPL)
Sofa/Soda (PPL)
Soho Square (Sony BMG)
Solar Rhythm Records (PPL)
Solas Music (PPL)
Sole Music (PPL)
Solea (PPL)
Soleal Records (PPL)
Solent (PPL)
Solid God (PPL)
Solid Groove Records (PPL)
Solid Rock (Move)
Soljie (PPL)
Soho Art (PPL)
Solo Recordings (PPL)
Som (PPL)
Som Underground Recordings (PPL)
Soma Recordings (PPL)
Sombrero (PPL)
Some Bizarre (PPL)
Something Music Ltd (PPL)
Somm Recordings (PPL)
Sona Rupa (PPL)
Sonatina (PPL)
Song And Dance (PPL)
Song Dynasty (Song Dynasty)
Songmaker (Kay, Helen)
Songs For Children (PPL)
Songs For Christmas (PPL)
Songsmith (PPL)
Sonic (PPL)
Sonic 360 (PPL)
Sonido Records (PPL)
Sonix Records (PPL)
Sonlite Records (PPL)
Sonora (PPL)
Sony (Sony BMG)
Sony Classical (Sony BMG)
Sony Masterworks (Sony BMG)
Sony Music Productions Pty Limited (Sony BMG)
Sony Wonder (Sony BMG)
SOS Records (PPL)
SOS Records Inc (Festival)
Soul Arch Records (Soul Arch)
Soul Beat (PPL)
Soul Jazz Music (PPL)
Soul Jazz Records (PPL)
Soul Power (EMI)
Soul Society (PPL)
Soul Sounds (PPL)
Soul Stop (PPL)
Soul Town Records (PPL)
Soulgroove Records (PPL)
Sound Business (PPL)
Sound Effects (Music World)
Sound Factory (Rigid)
Sound Foundation (PPL)
Sound Of Ministry (PPL)
Sound Of Music Records (PPL)
Sound Of New Orleans (PPL)
Sound System (The Ska Sound)
Sound System Records (PPL)
Sound To Records (PPL)
Soundcakes (PPL)
Soundcraft (PPL)
Sounddisc (PPL)
Soundproof Recordings (PPL)
Sounds For Space Recordings (Sounds For Space Recordings)
Sounds Like Music (PPL)
Sounds Of Music (PPL)
Sounds Rare (PPL)
Sounds Ultimate (PPL)
Southbound (PPL)
Southern Cross (Fifth Continent)
Southern Front Australia (EMI)
Southland (UK) (PPL)
Southland Music (Southland)
Southside (Festival)
Southside Collective Records (PPL)
Southside Productions (PPL)
Southsides (PPL)
Southwest Records (PPL)
Souvenir Records (PPL)
Space Age Recordings (PPL)
Space Like Alice (Space Like Alice)
Space Race Recordings (PPL)
Spaced Out Sounds (Spaced Out Sounds)
Spaceman Music (PPL)
Spade (PPL)
Spar Records (PPL)
Spark (PPL)
Sparrow (EMI)
Spartacus Records (PPL)
Speaking Volumes (Universal)
Special Delivery (PPL)
Special Fried Records (PPL)
Special Projects (PPL)
Speciality (Festival)
Species Recordings (PPL)
Spectrum Music (Universal)
Speedlincs (PPL)
Sphere (PPL)
Spheric (PPL)
Spin (Festival)
Spin Away (Spin Away)
Spin City (PPL)
Spin Records (PPL)
Spinart Records (Shock)
Spinner Music Group (Shock)
Spinney (Hot)
Spinnin (Holland) (Central Station)
Spinning World Records (PPL)
Spinstyle Records (Spinstyle)
Spiral (PPL)
Spirit Dance (PPL)
Spirit Of Eighty Six (PPL)
Spirit Of Praise (PPL)
Spirit Records (PPL)
Split Records (Split)
Sponge Records (PPL)
Spotlite (Starlite)
Spread Love Records (PPL)
Spring Records (PPL)
Springboard Media (PPL)
Sprint Records (PPL)
SPS (PPL)
Spunk (Spunk)
Sputnik Records (Festival)
SPV GmbH (Shock)
SPY (PPL)
Spyrale (PPL)
Square (PPL)
Squeaky Records (PPL)
SSP Music (PPL)
SST Records (Shock)
St Andrews Ball (PPL)
Stafford North (PPL)
Stafford South (PPL)
Stag (PPL)
Stage & Screen (PPL)
Stage One (PPL)
Stagecoach (PPL)
Stallion Records (PPL)
Stand Firm (PPL)
Standard Digital Recordings (PPL)
Star (PPL)
Star Academy (Sony BMG)
Star Record (PPL)
Star-Write Records (PPL)
Starburst (Music World)
Starcall (Sony BMG)
Stark Reality (PPL)
Starlite (Starlite)
Starshaped (PPL)
Start (Sony BMG)
Start Video (Universal)
Startime Records (PPL)
Stash (PPL)
State (PPL)
State Of The Art Recordings (PPL)
State Records (PPL)
Stateside (EMI)
Static (PPL)
Statiras (PPL)
Status Records (PPL)
Stax (Festival)
Stay Tuned (PPL)
Stay Up Forever (PPL)
STC Recordings (PPL)
Stealth (PPL)
Stealth Media Limited (PPL)
Stealth Recording (PPL)
Stebelin (PPL)
Steel (PPL)
Steely & Clevie (PPL)
Steer Records (Steer Records)
Stephen Young (Shock)
Steppa Production (PPL)
Steppin' Out Records (PPL)
Steppin Stone Records (PPL)
Stereo Gold Award (PPL)
Sterling (PPL)
Sterndale Records (PPL)
Sterns (Planet Distribution)
Sterns Music (UK) (Hot)
Stetson (PPL)
Steve Eaves A'I Driawd (PPL)
Steven Menyweather (Menyweather, Steven James)
Stewart Anthony Peters (Peters, Stewart)
Sticky Music (Universal)
Stiff Indie (PPL)
Stiff Weapon (PPL)
Stingray Records (PPL)
STJ Records (PPL)
Stoatin (PPL)
Stockholm Records (Universal)
Stolen Music (Stolen)
Stomp (PPL)
Stomp Off Records (PPL)
Stompa Phunk Music (PPL)
Stomper Time Records (PPL)
Stompin Choons (PPL)
Stone Blues (PPL)
Stone Roses (PPL)
Stoned Asia (PPL)
Stonegroove Records (PPL)
Stony Plain (PPL)
Storm Front (Storm Front)
Storm Music (Shock)
Storma Recordings (PPL)
Stormfront (Stormfront)
Storyteller (PPL)
Storytime (PPL)
Storyville (Den) (Hot)
Stradivarius (Planet Distribution)
Straight Talk Co (PPL)
Straight Up Breakbeat (PPL)
Strange Fruit (Sony BMG)
Strange Things Records (PPL)
Strangelove (PPL)
Strata (PPL)
Steady Beat (Netherlands) (ToCo)
Stream Records (PPL)
Street Beat Records (PPL)
Streetcar Productions (Hot)
Street Level (PPL)
Street Players (PPL)
Street Tuff (PPL)
Streetwave (PPL)
Stretch Records (Universal)
Strictly Country (PPL)
Strike Back (PPL)
Striker Lee (PPL)
String (PPL)
Stringbean International Records (PPL)
Stringmansassy (Stringmansassy)
Strings Records (PPL)
Stronghouse Records (PPL)
Strongjazz (PPL)
Stuart James Tyson (Tyson, Stuart James)
Studio 28 (PPL)
Studio K7 (PPL)
Studio XVII (PPL)
Studio Horizon (Hot)
Stunt (Denmark) (Fuse)
Styletone Recordings (McKenna, Tess)
Sub Dub Records Ltd (PPL)
Sub Pop Records (Shock)
Subito (McMenamin, Fleur)
Sublume Recordings (PPL)
Subsonic Records (Subsonic)
Subterranean Records (Subterranean Records)
Suburban Noise (Shock)
Subversion (PPL)
Subversive (PPL)
Subvocal (B(if)tek)
Subway Sounds (PPL)
Success (Universal)
Sudden Impact Records (PPL)
Suffering Egos (PPL)
Sugar Records (PPL)
Sugarhill Records (Shock)
Summerhouse (PPL)
Sumsonic (PPL)
Sumsonic "Red" (PPL)
Sun Records (PPL)
Sunbass Records (PPL)
Sunday Best Records (PPL)
Sundown Records (Conlaw)
Sundown (UK) (PPL)
Sunny (PPL)
Sunset (EMI)
Sunshine Music (Festival)
Sunsplash Records (PPL)
Super Charged Music/Against The Grain (Shock)
Super T Records (PPL)
Super Value (PPL)
Superheist (Shock)
Superior Quality (Universal)
Superplastik (Netherlands) (ToCo)
Superpower (PPL)
Supersound (Music World)
Supertunes (EMI)
Supraphon (Select)
Supreme (PPL)
Supreme Music (PPL)
Sure Delight (PPL)
Suresh Music (Suresh Music)
Surfdog (Festival)
Survival Records UK (MRA)
SVA (Jeremy Harris)
Swaggie (Swaggie)
Swallow (PPL)
Swan (PPL)
Swan-E’s Cut Glass Recordings (PPL)
Swank (PPL)
Sweet Starling Records (PPL)
Sweetest (PPL)
Swift (PPL)
Swing Café (PPL)
Swing House (PPL)
Swing World (PPL)
Swingstation (Universal)
Switch (PPL)
Switch Records (PPL)
Swerve Records (Nevermind)
Swoop Records (PPL)
Symbol Records (PPL)
Symposium (PPL)
Syndicate Chapter (PPL)
Synthetic (PPL)
Syren (PPL)
Systematic (Universal)
T Records (PPL)
T.B.G. President (PPL)
T.I.M. Records (PPL)
T.V.T. Records (Festival)
Tabbita Record Company (Tabbita)
Tabitha Records (PPL)
Tabu (Universal)
Tacet (PPL)
Tactile Music (Hot)
Tactus (Planet Distribution)
Taezali Enterprises (PPL)
Tailtres (Hot)
Tak (PPL)
Take 5 Records (PPL)
Takoma (PPL)
Taktix (PPL)
Talkin Loud (Universal)
Taking care of Business (Taking Care of Business)
Talking Elephant (Hot)
Tall Pop (PPL)
Tall Poppies (Select)
Tamla (Sony BMG)
Tamla Motown (Universal)
Tamoki-Wambesi (PPL)
Tamworth Music (Tamworth Music)
Tangent (PPL)
Tantrum Music (PPL)
Tanty Records (PPL)
Tapered Edges (Tapered Edges)
Taste Media (Vega 4/Muse) (Festival)
Tattoo (Sony BMG)
Tattoo Records (PPL)
Tawa Bishi Records (PPL)
Tax Disc (PPL)
TCB Music (Dex Audio)
TCR (PPL)
TDK (Select)
TDK Music (Dex Audio)
TDV (PPL)
Teach Yourself Techno (PPL)
Teacup Music (Teacup)
Team One Music Group (Sony BMG)
Teams (PPL)
Teardrop (The Blackeyed Susans)
Tec (PPL)
Technotunes (PPL)
Ted Egan Enterprises (EMI)
Tee Dee (PPL)
Tee Pee Records (PPL)
Teires (PPL)
Tek Records (PPL)
Telarc (USA) (Fuse)
Teldec (Warner)
Telstar (Warner)
Tema (PPL)
Tembo (Sony BMG)
Temple (Planet Distribution)
Tempo (Tempo International)
Temp Toons (PPL)
Tempo Video (Universal)
Ten (EMI)
Ten Band Music (PPL)
Tendance Music (Shock)
Tequila Records (PPL)
Ter (PPL)
Ter Classics (PPL)
Ter VIP Series (PPL)
Terra Nova (Planet Distribution)
Terracotta (PPL)
Terrific Records (PPL)
Test Presssing (PPL)
Testament (Select)
Tetra Records (PPL)
Tevita (PPL)
Thames (Sony BMG)
Thames Thompson (Liberation)
That's Entertainment Records (PPL)
The A Foundation (PPL)
The Alphabet Business Conc (PPL)
The Anoyones (Shock)
The Art Of Trance (PPL)
The Boat People (The Boat People)
The Cake Label (PPL)
The CD Label (PPL)
The Christmas Bunch Records (PPL)
The Clique (PPL)
The Control Room (Doyle, Steve)
The Euro Collection (PPL)
The Fauves (Shock)
The Flying Record Company (PPL)
The Forbidden Label (PPL)
The Halloween Society (PPL)
The Hanging Tree (The Hanging Tree)
The Hekawis (The Hekawis)
The Howie Brothers (Glenample)
The Jazz Label (PPL)
The Jazz Makers (Swaggie)
The Label (PPL)
The Maestro Compilation Se. (PPL)
The Million (Pyke, Joshua Jon)
The Music Boxshop (PPL)
The Panama Music Co. P/L (Panama)
The Sabres Of Paradise Records (PPL)
The Singing Kettles (Kettle, Bill & Ross)
The Sleepy Jackson (The Sleepy Jackson)
The Sound Of Great Britain (PPL)
The Style Merchants (The Style Merchants)
The Subway Organization (PPL)
The Swing Team (Jackson, Mark)
The Tenants Music (The Tenants Music)
The Tulips (Caroline Kennedy + Peter McCracken)
The Weakerthans (Shock)
The White Horse (PPL)
The White Label (PPL)
The White Lable On Line (PPL)
The World (PPL)
The Yearlings (The Yearlings)
Them's Good Records (PPL)
Theobald-Dickson Productions (PPL)
Theologian Records (Shock)
Thermal (PPL)
They Might Be Giants (Shock)
Thin Air Productions (PPL)
Thing (PPL)
Things To Come (PPL)
Third Eye Records (PPL)
Third World (PPL)
Third World Disco (PPL)
This Is (Shock)
This Is It Records (PPL)
This Record Company (Universal)
This Way Up (Universal)
Thistle (PPL)
Thorofon (PPL)
Three Keys Music (Planet Distribution)
Three Little Fish (Three Little Fish)
Threshold (Universal)
Thrift Seekers (PPL)
Thrust (Shock)
Thunder (PPL)
Thunderbird (PPL)
Thunderbolt (PPL)
Tibet Arts (Tibet Arts)
Tickler Records (Tickler)
Tide (PPL)
Tiffany Eckhardt (Eckhardt, Tiffany)
Tiger (PPL)
Tim Brookes (PPL)
Tim Koch (Koch, Tim)
Timberyard Records (Festival)
Timbre Records Ltd (PPL)
Time (Italy) (Central Station)
Time & Space Records (PPL)
Time Magnetic (PPL)
Time Stood Still (PPL)
Time-X (PPL)
Timekode (PPL)
Timeless (PPL)
Timeless Classical (PPL)
Timeless Music (PPL)
Timeless Records (PPL)
Timeless Sunny (PPL)
Timeless Traditional (PPL)
Timeless Treasures (PPL)
Tin Pan Apple (Universal)
Tinfoil Recordings (PPL)
Tinrib Recordings (PPL)
Tinted (Central Station)
Tiny Dog Records Ltd (PPL)
Tip Top (PPL)
Titanium Music Ltd (PPL)
Tivoli (PPL)
TJSB (PPL)
TKO Records (PPL)
TLC (PPL)
T-Mac (PPL)
TMT (Tomorrow's Music Today) (PPL)
Toast Records (PPL)
Toby Skeates (Toby Skeates)
ToCo Australia (ToCo)
Tofamusic (Tofamusic)
Tomcat Music (PPL)
Tom Lee-Archer (Lee-Archer, Tom)
Tom Logan (Logan, Tom)
Tommy Boy Music (Festival)
Toney's International (PPL)
Tongue And Groove Records (PPL)
Toni Janke Productions (Toni Janke Productions)
Tony Johns Entertainment (Tony Johns)
Too Pure Records (Remote Control)
Toofa (PPL)
Top 6 (PPL)
Top Banana (PPL)
Top Notch (PPL)
Top Spin Records (PPL)
Topaz (PPL)
Topic (Planet Distribution)
Topic (UK) (Hot)
Torque (PPL)
Toshiba (EMI)
Total Singing Power (PPL)
Total Sound (PPL)
Total Vegas (EMI)
Touch (PPL)
Touch 33 (PPL)
Touch Down Soundz (PPL)
Touch Tone (PPL)
Toupee Records (Toupee)
Tower Release (PPL)
Traad (PPL)
Track (Universal)
Track Factory (Universal)
Trackmasters (Sony BMG)
Trademark (Sony BMG)
Tradition (PPL)
Tranquility (Music World)
Transient D.V. (PPL)
Transistor Music (Transistor)
Transparent (PPL)
Trans-Q (PPL)
Trapshut Records (PPL)
Trash (PPL)
Trauma Records (Universal)
Travelin' Man (PPL)
Tray (PPL)
Trax (Shock)
TRC Records (PPL)
Treat (PPL)
Treble (Music World)
Tremula (PPL)
Trevak (PPL)
Triangle (PPL)
Triangle Records (PPL)
Tribesman Music (PPL)
Tribute (PPL)
Tricatel (FRA) (Hot)
Trifekta Records (Trifekta)
Triloka (MRA)
Trinity (Music World)
Triple J (ABC)
Triple Seven Records (Triple Seven)
Tripoli Trax (PPL)
Tripomatic UK (PPL)
TriStar (Sony BMG)
Tritone (PPL)
Tro Essex Music Limited (PPL)
Trojan (Hot)
Tronicsole (PPL)
Troubadour Records (PPL)
Trouble On Vinyl (PPL)
Troyhorse (Festival)
Tru 2 Da Game Records (PPL)
Tru Thoughts (PPL)
True Playaz Music (PPL)
True Potential Records (PPL)
True Records (PPL)
Truelove (PPL)
Truetone (Universal)
Trumethod (Creative Vibes)
Trust Recordings (PPL)
Trycycle (Trycycle)
Tryfan (PPL)
Trysette (Backtrack)
TT (PPL)
Tudor (PPL)
Tuff Gong (Universal)
Tuff'N'Up Records (PPL)
Tug Records (PPL)
Tumi (Hot)
Tundra Recordings (PPL)
Tune-UP (PPL)
Turbo Records (Sony BMG)
Turpin Records (PPL)
Turtledove (PPL)
TVT Records (Shock)
TW Records (PPL)
Tweed (PPL)
Twelvetone (PPL)
Twenty Three (PPL)
Twenty-Seven Records (PPL)
Twin Arrows Music (PPL)
Twink (PPL)
Twintrack (PPL)
Twist And Shout Ltd (PPL)
Twist Records (PPL)
Twisted Records (Universal)
Twitch Records (PPL)
Two Push Once Bounce (PPL)
Two-For-One (Music World)
Ty Ar Y Graig (PPL)
Tyler Music Limited (PPL)
Tyme Flyte (PPL)
Typhoon (Typhoon Entertainment)
TYT Records (PPL)
U.S. Superior Records (PPL)
U-Star Records (PPL)
U4ria (PPL)
UCA Records London (PPL)
UFO (PPL)
Ugly Man Records (PPL)
UK Bubblers (PPL)
UK Dance (PPL)
UK Records (PPL)
UK44 Records (PPL)
Ulftone Music (Hot)
Ulster (PPL)
Ultimate Dilemma (Creative Vibes)
Ultimate Music Collection (PPL)
Ultra (PPL)
Ultraform (PPL)
Um & Ah (Chase Corp)
Un1 Recordings (PPL)
Unda-Vybe Music (PPL)
Under 5's (PPL)
Undercurrent (PPL)
Underdogg Entertainment (PPL)
Underground Trip (PPL)
Underwater Records (Shock)
Undiscovered Recordings (Universal)
Unicorn (PPL)
Unicorn-Kanchana (PPL)
Union Jack (PPL)
Union Pacific (PPL)
Union Recordings (EMI)
Union Records (Colossal)
Union Square (PPL)
Unique Corp (Shock)
Unit 5 (PPL)
Unit 7 (PPL)
United (PPL)
United Artists (EMI)
United Audio Entertainment (PPL)
United Diaries (PPL)
United Labels Of Labello (PPL)
United Nations Recordings (PPL)
United Roots Records (PPL)
Unity (PPL)
Universal (Universal)
Universal Music Australia (Universal)
Universal Records Inc (Universal)
Universal Sound (PPL)
Universal TV (Universal)
Universal US (Universal)
University (Universal)
Unkut (PPL)
Unlimited Sounds (Germany) (Central Station)
Untouchables (PPL)
Up For It Records (PPL)
Up Front (PPL)
Upbeat Classics (PPL)
Upbeat Jazz (PPL)
Upbeat Recordings (PPL)
Upbeat Showbiz (PPL)
Upright Records & Music (PPL)
Uprising Trance Records (PPL)
Upset (PPL)
Uptown Crew (PPL)
Uptown Records (Universal)
Urban beat (PPL)
Urban Beauty Productions (PPL)
Urban Culture (PPL)
Urban Dance (PPL)
Urban Entertainment (PPL)
Urban Gorilla Records (PPL)
Urban Gospel Records (PPL)
Urban Grooves (Creative Vibes)
Urban Heat (PPL)
Urban House Traxx (PPL)
Urban Records (Universal)
Urban Release Records (PPL)
Urbanstar Records (PPL)
USA (PPL)
USK Recordings (PPL)
UWE (Planet Distribution)
Uxbridge Street (PPL)
V2 (Festival)
Vaguemusic (Vaguemusic)
Valentine (PPL)
Valley Records (Valley)
Vallium (PPL)
Valve Records (Valve)
Vampisoul (Hot)
Vanguard (PPL)
Vanny (PPL)
Vapour (Shock)
Vapour Recordings (Vicious)
Varese Sarabande (A&S Records) (Universal)
VCN Records (PPL)
VDE (PPL)
Veesik Records (PPL)
Vena (PPL)
Vendetta Records (PPL)
Venus Records (PPL)
Verbatim (PPL)
Verite Records (PPL)
Verity (PPL)
Verjam Music (PPL)
Verjam Records (PPL)
Vernon Yard (EMI)
Vertical Music (PPL)
Vertigo (Universal)
Vertis (EMI)
Veteran Tapes (PPL)
Verve (Universal)
Verve Forecast (Universal)
VFM (PPL)
Vibe (Universal)
Vicious (Vicious)
Vicious Grooves (Vicious)
Vicious Urban (Vicious)
Vicious Vinyl (Vicious)
Victa Records (PPL)
Victor (Sony BMG)
Victrola (Sony BMG)
Video Artists International (PPL)
Vik (Sony BMG)
Viking (PPL)
Village Carols (PPL)
Village Thing (PPL)
Vintage Jazz Archives (Swaggie)
Vintage Jazz Classics (PPL)
Vintage Jazzband (PPL)
Vintage Recordings (PPL)
Vinyl Addiction (PPL)
Vinyl Japan (PPL)
Vinyl Junkie (PPL)
Vinyl Solution Records (PPL)
VIP Records (PPL)
Vipers Nest (PPL)
Violator (Universal)
Virgin (EMI)
Virgin Classics (EMI)
Virgin International (EMI)
Virgin NZ (EMI)
Virgin Records America Inc. (EMI)
Virgin Variations (EMI)
Virgin VIP (EMI)
Virgo (EMI)
Virgo Stomach (PPL)
Visible Noise (PPL)
Vision Recordings (Universal)
Visionary Records (PPL)
Vista Vera (PPL)
Vital Entertainment (Vital Entertainment)
Vital Music (Dex Audio)
Vitamin Records (Vitamin Records)
Viva Records (PPL)
Vixen (PPL)
VJM (PPL)
Vocal Archives (PPL)
Vocal Trance Music (PPL)
Vocalion (Universal)
Voice (PPL)
Voiceprint (PPL)
Voix de L'Orient (EMI)
Volcanic Activity (Volcanic Activity)
Volcano Entertainment LLC (Sony BMG)
Volt (PPL)
Volume (PPL)
Volume Records (PPL)
Voodoo (PPL)
Voodoo Vinyl (PPL)
VOTP (PPL)
Vox Australis (Australian Music Centre)
Voyager Records (PPL)
VP (PPL)
VSOP (Hot)
VVL (Universal)
W Records (PPL)
W.I.R.L. (PPL)
W.O.W. (PPL)
W10 (PPL)
Waako Records (PPL)
Wag (PPL)
Wah Wah Music (Sony BMG)
Waist Line (PPL)
Wake-Up Recordings (PPL)
Waldoxy (Black Market Music)
Wall Of Sound Recordings (PPL)
Walsingham Classics (PPL)
Walt Disney (Festival)
Wandering Dragon (PPL)
Wanderlust/Iguana (PPL)
Warner Alliance (PPL)
Warner Bros (Warner)
Warner Special Projects (Warner)
Warped (Shock)
Warren Derwent (Derwent, Warren)
Warrior (Starlite)
Warrior Girl Music (Warrior Girl Music)
Wasted Records (PPL)
Wat! (PPL)
Watchful Eye (Urban Guerillas)
Watercourse (PPL)
Waterfront (Hard-Ons, Happy Hate Me Nots) (Festival)
Waterhouse (Universal)
Waterlily Acoustics (MRA)
Waterlily Records (PPL)
Waterloo Sunset Records (PPL)
Watermelon (PPL)
Wave (PPL)
Wave Classics (PPL)
Waverley (EMI)
Wax Factory (PPL)
Wax Records Ltd (PPL)
Wayward Music (Wayne Gillespie)
WDO Music (WDO Music)
We Love You (PPL)
WEA (Warner)
WEA International (Warner)
Weasel (PPL)
Weatherbox (Hot)
Web Multi Media (Web)
Weekend Records (PPL)
Welk Group (Shock)
Well Equipped (PPL)
Well Wicked Records (PPL)
Wellbeing (MRA)
Welsh Teldisc (PPL)
Wergo (Germay) (Fuse)
Werm (PPL)
West Five Records (PPL)
West Midlands (PPL)
West Nile Records (PPL)
West Pacific Ltd (PPL)
West Pacific Music.Com (PPL)
Westbound (PPL)
Western (PPL)
Westsong Writers (Wiseman, Bryan)
What? (PPL)
Whatmusic.Com (PPL)
Wheatley Records (Sony BMG)
Whippet Records (PPL)
Whiskey Women And… (PPL)
White Drugs Records (Shock)
White Label (Festival)
White Rum (PPL)
Whitewave Music (PPL)
Whoops! Records (PPL)
Whoosjack Music (Hot)
Wibbly Wobbly Records (PPL)
Wichita Recordings (Shock)
Wiiija (Remote Control)
Wild Abandon (PPL)
Wild Apache (PPL)
Wild Bunch (EMI)
Wild Cherry (PPL)
Wild Dog Hill (Hot)
Wild Goose Publications (PPL)
Wilderness (PPL)
Wildgoose (PPL)
Wildstar (Universal)
Wildwood Records (PPL)
Will Upson (Upson, Will)
Willow Connection (Willow)
Willow Records (PPL)
Wind Down (PPL)
Wind Up (PPL)
Windows On The World (PPL)
Windsong (Sony BMG)
Windsong Entertainment (Craig Byrne + Janine Byrne)
Windstar Records (Sony BMG)
Windward Records (PPL)
Wing/Polydor (Universal)
Winner (PPL)
Wingham Media Group (Shock)
Wired Science (PPL)
Wisepack (PPL)
Wishing Well (Wishing Well)
Witan (PPL)
Witch Records (PPL)
Witty (PPL)
Wizard (MRA)
Wizz Records (PPL)
Wolftown (PPL)
Wonderland (PPL)
Wonderlust (PPL)
Wood Wharf Records (PPL)
Word (PPL)
Word Gospel (PPL)
Word Maranatha (PPL)
Workers Playtime Music (PPL)
Working Title (Universal)
World Connection (Netherlands) (Fuse)
World Circuit (MRA)
World Music (Music World)
World Enterprise Records (PPL)
World International (PPL)
World Records (PPL)
Wot (PPL)
Wow UK (PPL)
Wow Records (Wow Records)
WR (PPL)
Wrasse Records (PPL)
Wrathchild (PPL)
WTG (Sony BMG)
WU International (Creative Vibes)
Wye Records (PPL)
X.R.L. (PPL)
X-Over (Sony BMG)
X-It Records (Shock)
XCP Editions (PPL)
Xenophile (Planet Distribution)
XL (Remote Control)
XL Recordings (The Prodigy Only) (Sony BMG)
XPLO Music (Shock)
Xtcuk (PPL)
XXX (PPL)
XY2 (PPL)
Y.M.A.H. (PPL)
Y2K (PPL)
Yabby U (PPL)
Yamoosh! (PPL)
Yazoo (Planet Distribution)
Year Zero (PPL)
Yellabelly Records (PPL)
Yep Roc Records (Shock)
Yep! Records (Undercover)
Yfinto Records (PPL)
Yola Records (PPL)
York (PPL)
York Ambisonic (PPL)
Yoshitoshi Recordings (PPL)
You-Know-Dat Records (PPL)
Young Blood (PPL)
Yum Yum Records (PPL)
Yvonne's Special (PPL)
Z-One Records (PPL)
Zane Records (PPL)
Zap (PPL)
Zapit Records (PPL)
Zarg Records (PPL)
Zebra (PPL)
Zenda (PPL)
Zephyr Records (PPL)
Zero Records (PPL)
Zion (PPL)
Zip (PPL)
Zoe (Planet Distribution)
Zomba Jive (Sony BMG)
Zomba Records (Sony BMG)
Zombie A-Go-Go (Universal)
Zone 5 (PPL)
Zoo Records (PPL)
Zoot (PPL)
Zopf (Universal)
Zopf Ltd (PPL)
Zorch Records (PPL)
ZTT Records (PPL)
Zu Zazz (PPL)
Zuk Records (PPL)
Zulus Records (PPL)
Zynn (PPL)
Zyx Music (PPL)